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A word from editor

O
ne segment Of the civil aviation industry in the Asia-Pacific region 
that is lagging far behind is that of the rotary-wing. This is despite the fact 
that there is no dearth of demand in the vast array of roles that helicopters 
are being employed in. These are roles in which capability and versatility of 
rotary-wing fleets cannot be matched by fixed-wing aircraft. Even though the 

potential for the rotary segment is high, the pace of growth in the helicopter fleets oper-
ated by the various nations in the Asia-Pacific region is somewhat slow. The global aero-
space majors engaged in the manufacture of rotary-wing platforms, however, continue 
to retain a high level of optimism in the market potential in the Asia-Pacific region. This 
issue of SP’s AirBuz carries detailed reports on the helicopter fleets in different nations in 
the Asia-Pacific region and the market prospects.

One factor that has definitely contributed to the tardy rate of growth is the lack of ded-
icated infrastructure by way of heliports for the operation of rotary-wing platforms. Today, 
operations by helicopters are pitched against those by fixed-wing aircraft be they airliners 
or business aircraft, and quite understandably are accorded lower priority in departures 
and arrivals at civil airports. However, finally, a beginning has been made to correct this 
anomaly with the commissioning of the first dedicated heliport at Rohini in Delhi. This 
issue of SP’s AirBuz carries a report by R. Chandrakanth on the Rohini Heliport. 

A problem pertaining to the civil aviation industry that the regulatory authorities are 
faced with today is the safe and efficient integration of unmanned air traffic with the 
high density routine civil air traffic. There is no doubt that the future holds considerable 
potential for the application of unmanned platforms in the civil domain and given the 
global trends in this segment of the industry, the civil aviation regulatory authorities must 
find a solution to the problem of integration. A report on this problem has been included 
in this issue of SP’s AirBuz.

One area in which the Ministry of Civil Aviation has added the proverbial feather 
in its cap is in its resolve to implement the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) that is 
expected to provide unprecedented growth in regional aviation and usher in the next 
phase of growth in the Indian civil aviation industry. The scheme has taken off success-
fully this month and will hopefully grow and prosper as time goes by.

Operators of airlines and business aircraft often face a dilemma in the choice of aeroplanes 
between jet and turboprop powered aircraft. What needs to be understood is that both jet and 
turboprop aircraft have their respective operating space in which they offer the best economy 
in performance. The choice between jet and turboprop thus would depend largely on the busi-
ness model of the operator. An analysis of this dilemma is included in this issue. 

For us at SP Guide Publications, it was a humbling moment when it received the  
“Special Contribution” Award for its contribution to the Business Aviation sector at the 
3rd BAOA awards. We shall relentlessly work towards the betterment of all the elements 
of aviation sector and that remains our resolve. 

All these apart from the regular features in this issue. Welcome aboard and wish you 
happy landings!
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special recognition

T
he Third ediTion of 
BAOA’s BizAvIndia Confer-
ence and Awards was held 
at the Leela Palace in Ben-
galuru on the eve of Aero 

India 2017. The evening of the confer-
ence unfolded the awards ceremony 
in presence of the Union Minister of 
State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha. It 
was the very first time that a Minister 
was present throughout the evening 
encouraging the business aviation 
fraternity and he personally handed 
over the awards to the winners at 
the glittering ceremony. The business 
aviation glitterati enjoyed the evening 
receiving the awards and applauding 
their industry colleagues amidst a 
beautiful musical presentation.

The Minister gave away the 
awards encouraging the efforts put 
together by the award recipients. 
The awards are going strong every 
year with inclusion of more and new 
categories, encouraging the sector. 
SP Guide Publications group was 
felicitated by a ‘Special Contribution 
Award’ for its relentless contribu-
tions towards the growth and pro-
motion of India’s business and gen-
eral aviation sector. 

The award was received by the 
Chairman and Managing Director of 
SP Guide Publications, Jayant Baran-
wal, from the Union Minister of State 
for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha. Hum-
bled by the honour bestowed, Jayant 
Baranwal shared the group’s passion 
towards the cause and upliftment 
of business and general aviation. 
President of BAOA Jayant Nadkarni 
acknowledged SP Guide Publications 
for its efforts in taking up the cause 
of the business aviation/general avia-
tion segments and also thanked the 
organisation for bringing out its quar-
terly magazine, BizAvIndia, which 
highlights issues, talks about trends 
and connects the global business 
aviation community. SP

— Neetu Dhulia, Bengaluru

SP GUIDE PUBLICATIONS 
rECEIvES ‘SPECIAL CONTrIBUTION AWArD’  

AT 3rD BIZAvINDIA AWArDS EvENT

(top) chairman and Managing Director of sp guide publications Jayant Baranwal receiving the award  
from the Minister of state for civil aviation Jayant sinha. Jayant nadkarni, president of Baoa, and  

group captain r.K. Bali (retd), Managing Director of Baoa, are also seen on the dais.
(above) Jayant Baranwal reinstated sp guide publications’ passion towards the cause and upliftment of 

Business and general aviation, after receiving the award.



Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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AAROI-EMAC And LEOnARdO sIgn 
AgREEMEnt On HELICOptER EMs

A cooperation agreement between Leon-
ardo, the main Italian industrial company 
and a world leader in the helicopter field, 
and AAROI-EMAC, association represent-
ing over 10,000 Physicians Anaesthetists 
of Critical Care, was recently signed in 
Vergiate, in Italy. Among its objectives there 
is the implementation of scientific, technical 
and organizational developments in the 
delicate and fundamental healthcare sectors 
in which they operate.

The agreement, entirely non-profit, was 
signed in order to develop synergies for 
higher levels of operational capability and 
safety for helicopter emergency medical per-
sonnel, the tip of the spear of critical care.

AAROI-EMAC experts’ advice on the 
evolution of techniques and HEMS medical 
procedures will allow joint study of criteria 
to meet training and upgrading needs. The 
agreement also includes the development of 
a dedicated training centre.

AtR sIgns COntRACt wItH gEvEn fOR 
nEw pAssEngER sEAts

World’s leading turboprop manufacturer 
ATR and the Italian producer of aircraft 
interiors Geven today signed a contract to 
equip the ATR-600 series aircraft with brand 
new passenger seats. Named Neo Classic 
and Neo Prestige, they have been specifically 
designed for ATR by the Italian designer 
Giugiaro and are presented at this year’s 
Aircraft Interiors Expo, currently held in 
Hamburg, Germany.

This contract affirms ATR’s continuing 
tradition of ensuring the highest standard 
of on-board comfort by offering the widest 

intra-armrest space on the turboprop mar-
ket: 18 inches for both the Neo Classic and 
Neo Prestige. In addition, the Neo Prestige 
can be reclined, has a larger tray table and a 
backrest which is 2 inches higher than the 
one of the Neo Classic.

Wider, more comfortable and easy 
to retrofit on ATR -600s and older ATR 
versions, the new seats also offer weight 
savings of up to 170 Kg. Additionally, 
thanks to an optimised use of space and 
cutting-edge design, it is now possible to 
offer two additional seats in some cabin 
layouts, while keeping the same opera-
tional weights, thereby profiting from the 
additional payload.

AIRBUs A319nEO tAKEs tO tHE sKIEs

The first Airbus A319neo performed its 
maiden flight, The smallest member of  
the A320neo Family, powered by CFM In-
ternational LEAP-1A engines took off from 
Hamburg and landed in Toulouse after a  
5 hour flight.

It was piloted by Experimental test 
pilots Michel Gagneux and Eckard Hausser. 
They were assisted in the cockpit by a Test-
Flight Engineer.

This flight was the occasion for the 
crew to assess the general handling of the 
aircraft and to check the main systems. The 
A319neo, registered as D-AVWA, will be 
based in Toulouse in order to complete its 
flight test programme.

Aw119KX HELICOptER dEMO tOUR wItH 
sIMOnE MORO In nEpAL

Leonardo has just started a demo tour with 
its AW119Kx single engine helicopter to-
gether with Simone Moro, the only alpinist 

in history to have reached four 8,000 meters 
peaks in winter. Initial flying activities have 
been accomplished between March 24th 
and 28th and the tour is expected to be 
completed by mid-April.

The goal of the demo tour is to test 
some features of the AW119Kx at high 
altitudes, simulate passenger transport 
missions starting from Nepal’s capital, 
 Katmandu, to several base camps in  
the surroundings, but at higher altitudes, 
 enable some potential clients to  
participate in such missions and test the 
 helicopter capability, carry out high-altitude 
aerial work activities, including several 
tests for the transport of materials with the 
cargo hook.

gE AvIAtIOn pROvIdEs AdvAnCEd 
systEMs On BOEIng 787-10 dREAMLInER
GE Aviation is a key supplier on the 787-10 
including the common core system and 
enhanced airborne flight recorder.

The common core system (CCS) pro-
vides the primary computing environment 
for the 787. The system has three major 
elements: processing for the avionics and 
utilities applications software; remote data 
concentrators, which reduce the wiring in 
the aircraft considerably through local con-
nections to sensors and other digital gate-
ways throughout the aircraft; and the core 
data network, which connects the CCS with 
other aircraft systems. The CCS is designed, 
manufactured and tested at GE Aviation 
facilities in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and 
Cheltenham, UK.

pILAtUs pC-12 ng nOw AppROvEd fOR 
COMMERCIAL OpERAtIOns In EUROpE

Following a decision by the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), the PC-12 
NG, the world’s best-selling single-engine 
turboprop aircraft, is now approved for 
commercial operations in Europe. The PC-
12 has been in successful commercial use 
for years in other parts of the world, be it for 
business, medical transport or cargo flights.

Single-engine turbine aircraft were 
approved for commercial operations in 
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Europe on 1 March 2017. This important 
decision by EASA means that the PC-12 
can now be operated commercially at night, 
and under instrument flight rules, across  
all 32 EASA member states (Commercial 
Air Transport Single-Engine Turbine in 
Instrument Metrological Conditions  
CAT SET-IMC).

A spacious, comfortable cabin, high 
loading capacity and large cargo door make 
the PC-12 an extremely versatile aircraft. 
Those qualities combined with a range that 
is sufficient to cover all of Europe, plus low-
er operating and maintenance costs com-
pared to twin-engine aircraft, will open up 
interesting new perspectives for commercial 
operators in Europe. The worldwide fleet of 
nearly 1,500 PC-12s has now completed over 
6 million hours in the air.

AIRBUs HELICOptERs And ptdI EXpAnd 
IndUstRIAL CO-OpERAtIOn

Riding on a 40-year long established 
partnership, Airbus Helicopters and PT 
Dirgantara Indonesia (PTDI) bolstered their 
industrial co-operation to include support 
and services dedicated for the helicopter 
fleet of the Indonesian government.

Under this agreement, Airbus Helicop-
ters and PTDI will jointly develop local sup-
port and services capabilities which cover 
maintenance, repair and overhaul specifical-
ly for the growing Airbus Helicopters fleet 
operated by the Indonesian government.

ROCKwELL COLLIns IntROdUCEs ARInC 
CMUsE, CLOUd-nAtIvE CUpps

Rockwell Collins today introduced ARINC 
cMUSE™, the company’s next generation 
cloud-native Common Use Passenger Pro-

cessing System (CUPPS) designed to provide 
an affordable and flexible check-in system 
for airports. Ottawa International Airport 
(YOW) will be the first airport to implement 
the new platform.

The ARNIC cMUSE platform provides 
airports with a number of key benefits in-
cluding simplified support, faster and more 
affordable deployment of updates and the 
flexibility to cost-effectively manage chang-
ing airport operations like accommodating 
seasonal airlines or adding more check-in 
desks due to irregular operations. In addi-
tion, ARINC cMUSE has been architected 
from the ground up to better address data 
security requirements, such as PCI-DSS, in 
common use environments.

MAdE In IndIA dORnIER 228 CIvILIAn 
AIRCRAft

The Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) 
will soon test a 19-seater civilian version of 
the Dornier 228 aircraft, built completely 
at the state-owned company’s Kanpur 
facility, Chairman and Managing Director T. 

Suvarna Raju said in an interview. Two such 
aircraft are currently being built there. Origi-
nally made by Dornier GmbH of Germany, 
HAL tied up with the German company and 
has built 125 Dornier 228s since 1985 for the 
armed forces and the Indian Coast Guard, 
initially by just assembling the aircraft 
before it started manufacturing all the parts 
in India. HAL may now give the aircraft on 
dry lease to Indian civil aviation companies, 
Raju said. He went on to say that Air India 
has shown interest in using Dorniers for 
regional connectivity.

REvIvAL Of pROjECts fOR pAssEngER 
AIRCRAft
Eager to boost air connectivity through 
upgraded small airports, India has proposed 
to revive three passenger aircraft projects: 
the 14-seater Saras, the 70-seater regional 
transport aircraft (RTA-70) and the five-
seater NM-5. The primary objective is to fly 
these locally made planes between small 
towns and metro cities using the airports 
that will be eventually upgraded under the 
Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS). At 
the Aero India 2017, Union Science and 
Technology Minister Harsh Vardhan drew 
attention to the NM-5 passenger aircraft 
being developed jointly by the National 
Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) and Ma-
hindra Aerospace. This will be certified by 
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
in the next one-and-a-half months. Also, 
NAL will begin the official flight tests of the 

AIRBUs
Airbus has announced the following ap-
pointments effective end 2017:
l  Jean-Brice Dumont as Head of Engineer-

ing for Commercial Aircraft to succeed 
Charles Champion who retires end 2017

l  Alain Flourens to replace Dumont as 
Head of Engineering at Helicopters.

CLUB OnE AIR
Club One Air, one of India’s leading business 
aviation company and the leader in the 
luxury charter services will now be headed 
by Rajan Mehra, as Chief Operating Officer.

gLOBAL jEt CApItAL
Global Jet Capital, a provider of financing 
solutions for large-cabin, long-range private 
jets, has appointed Violet Kwek as Sales Di-
rector, Greater China and North Asia, based 
in the company’s Hong Kong office.

IndIgO AIRLInEs
IndiGo, India’s largest passenger airline, has 
appointed Cindy Szadokierski as Vice Presi-
dent - Airport Operations and Customer 
Services effective April 17, 2017

OgMA – IndÚstRIA AEROnÁUtICA dE 
pORtUgAL
In February this year, Embraer appointed 
Marco Tulio Pellegrini as the new CEO of 
OGMA – Indústria Aeronáutica de Por-
tugal succeeding Rodrigo Almeida Rosa 
who will take over as CFO of Embraer 
Europe, responsible for the company’s 
finance activities in Europe, Middle East 
and Africa.

sAfRAn AIRCRAft EngInEs 
Philippe Couteaux has been appointed as 
Vice President, Sales & Marketing at Safran 
Aircraft Engines, effective February 1, 2017.

appointment
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Saras project. This 14-seater project was 
grounded following a crash in March 2009. 
After a committee probed the crash, Saras 
was reconfigured and equipment upgraded 
to boost coordination between the design-
ers and pilots. Vardhan said that the ground 
tests for the upgraded Saras have already 
begun. About 25 initial flights are planned.

BOEIng 787-10 dREAMLInER tAKEs tO 
tHE sKIEs

The third and the latest member of Boe-
ing’s commercial jet Dreamliner family, the 
B787-10, took to the skies for the first time 
on March 31, 2107, from the Boeing facility 
in South Carolina, completing a successful 
flight lasting for nearly four hours. Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes President & CEO 
Kevin McAllister hailed the aircraft as “the 
most efficient in its class”, saying it would 

give carriers “added flexibility in growing 
their networks and build on the over-
whelming success of the 787 family”. Pi-
loted by Boeing test captains Tim Berg and 
Mike Bryan, the Dash-10 performed tests 
on flight controls, systems and handling 
qualities and will now undergo compre-
hensive flight testing before deliveries in 
the first half of next year. The aircraft has 
149 orders from nine companies across the 
globe including launch customer Singapore 
Airlines, Air Lease Corporation (ALC), All 
Nippon Airways (ANA), British Airways, 
Etihad Airways, EVA Air, GE Capital Avia-
tion Services (GECAS), KLM Royal Dutch 
Airlines and United Airlines. Boeing says 
the Dash-10, at 5.5 metres longer than the 
B787-9, offers 25 per cent lower fuel con-
sumption than the aircraft it will replace. 
The 787 Dreamliner family is a key part of 
Boeing’s twin-aisle strategy to offers a mod-
ern, optimised and efficient airplane family 
in every market segment.

AIR IndIA tO BUy fOUR dREAMLInERs

National carrier Air India is looking for 
interim financing of around `3,100 crore to 
buy four 787 Dreamliner aircraft from US 
aerospace major Boeing and has invited 
offers from banks and financial institutions 
to arrange bridge financing of up to $470 
million for 15 months. The airline plans to 
induct these four planes between July and 
October this year. These planes are part 
of the 27 aircraft ordered from Boeing in 
2006. Of this, Air India has so far bought 23 
Dreamliners. As part of its fleet expansion 
plan, Air India had in 2006 placed orders 
with Boeing for 68 aircraft which included 
27 Dreamliners, 15 777-300ER, eight 777-
200LR and 18 737-800. The airline has 
offered aircraft as security for availing the 
short-term loan. There would be no govern-
ment guarantee for the loan, Air India has 
said in the document. According to the 
invitation of offer document, the bridge loan 
facility will be repaid on conclusion of a Sale 
and Lease Back (SLB)/outright purchase ar-
rangement, which is already under consider-
ation. Under the SLB arrangement, the seller 

of an asset leases it back from the purchaser 
for a long term. Air India has sold 21 planes 
of the 23 Boeing 787 aircraft, and took them 
back under the SLB arrangement.

BOEIng fORMs nEw InnOvAtIOn CELL; 
InvEsts In tECH COMpAnIEs
The Boeing Company announced invest-
ments in two early-stage technology com-
panies through the ventures arm of a new 
group called Boeing HorizonX, an innova-
tion cell focused on accelerating potentially 
transformative aerospace technologies, 
manufacturing innovations and emerging 
business models.

Boeing HorizonX has made a venture 
investment in Washington, D.C.-based 
Upskill, a provider of enterprise software 
for augmented reality wearables focused on 
enhancing productivity, quality and safety 
in manufacturing, field service and logistics. 
Boeing has been working with Upskill for 
more than two years to evaluate the use 
of its technology across multiple locations 
nationally.

In addition, Boeing HorizonX is part-
nering with JetBlue Technology Ventures 
to invest in Zunum Aero, a Kirkland, 
Wash.-based company that is pursuing 
the development of alternative propulsion 
aircraft, with potential for performance 
and efficiency improvements in a range of 
aerospace applications.

L3 MRO fACILIty In BEngALURU 
CERtIfIEd
The Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA), India, has granted Civil Aviation 
Requirements (CAR) 145 certification to 
L3 Aviation Product’s maintenance, repair 
and overhaul (MRO) facility. The company 
can now repair and support civil avionics 
at its facility in Bengaluru. The Hindustan 
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) aircraft can now 
receive service and support for L3’s FA2100/
FA2300 flight data recorders, among other 
commercial and business aircraft avionics. 
“This service will ensure [original equip-
ment manufacturers] levels of quality and 
support, reduce turnaround time and 
provide a best-value, in-country solution 
to the civil aviation community in India,” 
Krishen Ganase, President of L3’s Aviation 
Products sector, says. “L3 is proud to have a 
strong commitment and growing presence 
in India, manufacturing, supplying and 
supporting avionics products for more than 
1,500 aircraft. L3 Aviation Products is one of 
the first avionics OEMs to establish an MRO 
facility in India.” sp

ROtORCRAft AsIA
18–20 April
Changi Exhibition Centre, Singapore
www.rotorcraft-asia.com

MRO AMERICAs
25–27 April
Orange County Convention Center, 
Orlando, Florida, USA
http://mroamericas.aviationweek.com

EUROpEAn BUsInEss AvIAtIOn 
COnvEntIOn & EXHIBItIOn 
(EBACE2017)
22–24 May
Palexpo, Geneva, Switzerland
https://ebace.aero/2017

AEROEXpO UK
1–3 June
Wycombe Air Park, UK
www.aeroexpo.co.uk

HELI UK EXpO
1–3 June
Wycombe Air Park, UK
www.heliukexpo.com

events Calendar 



WHEN MINUTES COUNT, RELY ON SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
When minutes count, we know you need the best resources available to provide quality care. At Bell Helicopter, 

we understand and share your dedication and commitment, which is why the Bell 429 is ready to serve your 

operation by offering faster en-route times and cabin fl exibility to meet your needs. When the situation is critical, 

depend on the Bell 429 for optimal care.
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Ask about how Customer Advantage Plans can safeguard your direct 
maintenance costs and provide the ultimate in cost predictability.
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Helicopters Market OutlOOk

For the rotary-wing fleet in the Asia-Pacific region, the future appears to be promising as 
despite the uncertainties and impediments, demand for helicopters in the region appears 

set to grow

by b.K. Pandey

HELICOPTERS  
IN ASIA-PACIFIC

(top, l-r) AW169; Bell 429; (Above, l-r) HAl’s Dhruv civil helicopter; Airbus H145.
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Helicopters Market OutlOOk

T
he earliesT reference To a device ca-
pable of vertical flight can be traced as far back 
in time as 400 BC when children in China played 
with wooden toys that had a spinning rotor that 
generated lift and enabled the toy to rise vertically 
and remained airborne till the energy imparted to 
the rotor mechanically ran out. However, it was 

only after the historic flight in 1903 in the United States by the 
Wright Brothers that the designers and engineers involved in the 
field of aeronautics which was still in a rather primitive stage, 
turned their attention to the development of rotary-wing flying 
machines. It was during the period of five decades after this his-
toric achievement by the Wright Brothers in the regime of fixed-
wing heavier-than-air flying machine that there were significant 
development in the regime of rotary-wing platforms. The first 
real operational helicopter designed and built in Germany was 
by Doktor Heinrich Karl Johann Focke and was called the Focke-
Wulf Fw 61 that undertook its maiden flight on June 26, 1936. The 
flight lasted for a mere 28 seconds. Several designs of rotary-wing 
platforms were developed thereafter, but were produced only in 
limited numbers. It was only in 1942 that a helicopter called the 
R-4 that was designed by Igor Sikorsky in the US and reached full-
scale production with 131 aircraft built.

Initially, helicopters that went into production were built for 
use by the military as that was where the requirement was of 
a scale that justified heavy investments in setting up elaborate 
production facilities. However, the helicopters built for the mili-
tary were also acquired by agencies, governments or even indi-
viduals, for civilian or commercial employment. Of course, these 
machines were expensive and had complex technologies because 
of which these were more difficult to maintain and operate. 

Over the last eight decades, helicopters have been employed 
in very large numbers in civil and commercial applications all over 
the world. The number of platforms in civilian use however are still 
much smaller than that in the military regime. Leading the fleet 
of non-military helicopters deployed for commercial use was the 
Sikorsky S-51. However, the rotary-wing platform that was most 
widely used in civilian applications was the Bell 47 light utility heli-
copter which was employed for the transportation of personnel, 
survey and commercial observation. Other tasks for which helicop-
ters were and continue to be employed include traffic monitoring 
and control, law enforcement, media coverage, aerial filming, sur-
vey, monitoring of oil and power lines, fighting fires over forests and 
built-up areas, logistic support to oil rigs, emergency medical evacu-
ation and services, rescue of personnel from high-rise buildings in 
the event of fire, crop spraying, ranch and cattle management.

The asia-Pacific helicoPTer fleeT Today. In its 
little over 80 years of existence, the helicopter fleet has come a long 
way indeed. Although, the initial development of helicopters and 
expansion of fleets were largely confined to Europe and the US, the 
Asia-Pacific region has not been left behind in the race. The heli-
copter fleet in the Asia-Pacific region has sustained a steady rate of 
growth. In terms of technology, the originally developed platforms 
powered by piston engines have largely been or are being replaced 
by the newer platforms that are fitted with turbine engines. This 
trend will continue till the piston engine powered helicopters will 
be phased out completely in not too distant future.

As per the Fleet Report by Asian Sky, as of the end of the year 
2016, the civil helicopter fleet in the countries in the Asia-Pacific 
region, the number of platforms powered by turbine engines 

stood at 3,924. This figure signified an increase of 4 per cent over 
the figure released at the end of 2015. However, the rate of growth 
in the year 2016 has been a little slower than that in the previ-
ous years. The downturn in oil prices continued to impact the 
Asia-Pacific region in 2016. In previous years, offshore oil and gas 
service providers were one of the main growth drivers for the 
region. In 2016, there was an overall reduction in the size of the 
Asia-Pacific fleet by 4.2 per cent. Reduction in the level of demand 
for offshore services impacted the growth of the fleets of Austra-
lia, China, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia.

 In the Asia-Pacific region, 61 per cent of the helicopter fleet 
is owned and operated by four nations namely Australia, Japan, 
China and New Zealand. Overall, Australia represents the larg-
est market for helicopters and today is the largest market for Bell 
Helicopter. Australia is followed by Japan which is the largest 
operator of helicopters from Airbus and Leonardo also known as 
AgustaWestland. China represents the largest market for Sikorsky 
helicopters. As has been the record in the last few years, China 
has been leading the growth in this field. In the year 2016, China 
has inducted 85 more helicopters into its civil fleet recording a 

FIguRE 1: OWNERSHIP (COuNTRY-WISE)
S. No. Country No. of Helicopters

1. Australia 805

2. Japan 641

3. China 492

4. New Zealand 471

5. India 268

6. South Korea 223

7. Indonesia 200

8. Philippines 156

9. Malaysia 150

10. Papua New Guinea 107

11. Thailand 106

12. Vietnam 31

13. Taiwan 27

14. Nepal 27

15. Vanuatu 55

FIguRE 2: SHARE OF OEMS
S. No. OEM No. of Helicopters

1. Airbus 1,691

2. Bell Helicopter 1,087

3. AgustaWestland 355

4. MDHI 249

5. Sikorsky 207

6. Robinson 75

7. Russian Mil 71

8. Kamov 67

9. Enstrom 44

10. Aviocopter 38

11. Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd 23

12. Others 17
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year on year rate of growth of 21 per cent. New Zealand follows 
these three, with the largest market for platforms made by MD 
Helicopters Holdings Inc.

The Fleet Report by Asian Sky indicates that currently the 
mission profiles in the fleet of helicopters operated by the differ-
ent nations in the Asia-Pacific region have, over the years, become 
increasingly diverse. A major part of the fleet, estimated to be in 
the region of 54 per cent, now have multi-mission capability. Heli-
copters employed for corporate tasks or for private use account 
for 12 per cent. Nine per cent of the fleet is dedicated to offshore 
commitments, 7 per cent for search and rescue tasks and 5 per 
cent for emergency medical services.

In the recent past, there is an increasing trend towards dry leas-
ing of helicopters from helicopter leasing companies dedicated to 
this segment of business. Dry leasing implies leasing of the plat-
form and not the flying crew with it. By the end of 2016, operators 
of civil and commercial helicopters in the Asia-Pacific region had 
more than 170 helicopters that were taken on dry lease from differ-
ent leasing firms. Amongst the nations in the Asia-Pacific region, 
Australia tops the list with 60 helicopters being operated on dry 
lease in a number of roles such as offshore operations, emergency 
medical services and other multi-mission roles. India is figuring 
next on the list with 28 helicopters on dry lease being operated pri-
marily for missions related to logistic support to oil platforms on 
the high seas. Indonesia figures next on the list with 25 helicopters 
on dry lease with the majority of these being employed for multi-
mission operations. The largest companies in the Asia-Pacific 

region engaged in the leasing business include Milestone Aviation, 
Waypoint Leasing, Australia and New Zealand Bank (ANZ), Air-
work NZ, Lease Corporation International (LCI) and Eagle Copters.

helicoPTers owned by counTries in The asia-
Pacific. Civil helicopters owned and operated by the major 
nations in the Asia-Pacific region are tabulated in Figure 1. The 
fleet of civil helicopters operated by nations in the Asia-Pacific 
nations are provided by global original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs). Number of helicopters provided by the OEMs is tabu-
lated in Figure 2.

GrowTh of The helicoPTer fleeT — Major 
oPeraTors. China. In the Asia-Pacific region, China, Hong 
Kong, Macau and Taiwan which together is generally described as 
Greater China, has been the fastest-growing market in the region. 
Over the last decade, the civil helicopter fleet of Greater China has 
registered a 20.5 per cent year on year growth. In the wake of the 
indication by the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) 
in its 12th Five Year Plan of intentions towards developing and 
exploiting the full potential of general aviation, there have been 
major changes in policy, easing of regulatory provisions, develop-

ment of infrastructure and investment in the indigenous aerospace 
industry. With all these, the general aviation segment of the avia-
tion industry in China is likely to get a major boost on account of 
which, the growth rate in the civil helicopter fleet of China will not 
only be sustained; but is expected to rise in the years to come.

Australia. This nation represents largest helicopter market 
in the Asia-Pacific region. However, in the year 2016, the civil heli-
copter fleet in Australia grew only by a meagre 2 per cent reflect-
ing a distinct slowdown in many of the roles the fleet is employed 
in. However, there has been growth in the emergency medical 
services segment wherein there has been a significant increase in 
the size of the fleet.

India. In India, during the year gone by, the size of the civil 
helicopter fleet saw a marginal increase by a mere 1 per cent. 
However, with more progressive policies formulated by the Min-
istry of Civil Aviation as well as substantial increase in oil explora-
tion in the Indian Ocean, the demand for helicopters both inland 
and for offshore commitments is likely to increase.

Indonesia. During the year 2016, there has been stagnation 
in the fleet size in Indonesia with rate of growth at zero, primarily 
on account of the downturn in the exploration activities in the oil 
and gas and other sectors related to resources. The situation has 
also been impacted by new regulations under which helicopters 
will not be permitted to operate beyond the airframe life of 30 
years. Also, import of helicopters above 10 years of airframe life 
will no longer be permitted.

Japan. Today the most industrialised nation in the Asia-Pacific 
region and perhaps also the most affluent has been employing civil 
or commercial rotary-wing platforms for long in roles such as search 
and rescue, emergency medical services and law enforcement. The 
nation also has the largest fleet of civil helicopters in the Asia-Pacific 
region which in the year 2016 grew only by 2 per cent. Airbus and 
Leonardo (AgustaWestland) have the credit for delivering the larg-
est number of platforms to Japan during the year gone by.

Malaysia. The slowdown in the offshore oil and gas indus-
try impacted the helicopter fleet of Malaysia as well. Around 33 
per cent of the fleet is deployed in this sector. Besides, helicopters 
employed by the corporate world also did not register growth as 
many of the platforms engaged in this role have switched over 
to multi-mission roles. Overall, there was a marginal reduction in 
the size of the fleet in Malaysia. 

New Zealand. During 2016, the strength of the rotary-wing 
fleet in New Zealand increased from 440 to 471, a growth rate of 
7 per cent. In the region, this fleet boasts of having the largest 
number of helicopters from MDHI and a majority of these are 
employed for multi-mission operations.

conclusion. Over the years, the fleet of helicopters in the 
Asia-Pacific region has evolved into one that covers a wide variety 
of mission profiles. Multi-mission role commands 54 per cent of the 
fleet, the corporate world accounts for 12 per cent, private and pri-
vate use corners 12 per cent, search and rescue engages 7 per cent 
and emergency medical services utilise 5 per cent of the resources. 
For the rotary-wing fleet in the Asia-Pacific region, the future 
appears to be quite promising as despite the reduction in global 
demand for helicopters as also the uncertainties afflicting the off-
shore oil and gas sector, demand for helicopters in Asia-Pacific 
region still appears set to grow. Apart from China that is expected 
to continue to lead the growth story, the other emerging markets 
such as in India, Indonesia and the Philippines, are also expected to 
contribute to the growing Asia-Pacific helicopter market. SP

reducTion in The level of deMand 
for offshore services iMPacTed 
The GrowTh of The fleeTs of 
ausTralia, china, Malaysia, 
Thailand and indonesia
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marketing feature

L
3’s MatriX™ isr 
soLution is a com-
bination of best-in-class 
Commercial Off-The-Shelf 
(COTS) technologies work-
ing together to expand the 
mission capabilities of air-

borne-, land- and maritime-based plat-
forms. All solutions include an L3 EO/IR 
imaging or targeting turret, in addition to 
an operator console specifically designed 
and configured to match specified tech-
nology requirements.

The solution designed for the UH-60 
Black Hawk transforms this proven util-
ity helicopter into a platform with full ISR 
capabilities in as little as six hours* and is 
accomplished with minimal risk at a low 
cost. The UH-60 maintains its full utility 
capability throughout the upgrade, and 
removing ISR capabilities and reverting 
back to its original state can be com-
pleted in approximately two* hours.

The UH-60 MatriX ISR solution 
includes a choice of an L3 MX™-Series sur-
veillance or designating turret. Configured 
for ISR operations, the turret is equipped 
with multi-spectral imaging capabilities, 
ensuring 24/7 visibility, high-accuracy 
target GEO-Location software and stable 
auto-mode gimbal steering. Additionally, 
its fully stabilized sensor suite enables 
effective, long standoff operation.

The kit also includes a walk-on/
walk-off console equipped with a mis-
sion computer, featuring a moving map and operator inter-
face, as well as sensor management and automation tools. Also 
included are video analytic features, such as L3 WESCAM’s 
Moving Target Indicator (MTI), high-definition (HD) monitors, 
mission planning tools and a mission recorder. The console is 
fully compatible and easily interfaces with additional pieces of 
auxiliary mission equipment.

about L3’s Eo/ir iMaging systEMs for 
MatriX isr
L3’s imaging and designating systems range in size from eight to 
25 inches in diameter and provide clean, stabilized, full-motion 
intel in support of low-altitude tactical surveillance missions, 
medium-altitude covert ISR, and high-altitude, ultra-long-range 
missions. Because today’s ISR requirements demand perfor-

mance from longer standoff ranges, our 
MX-Series systems have been engineered 
to focus on the three factors that drive 
maximum range: resolution, magnifica-
tion and stabilization.

gLobaLLy DEpLoyED 
soLutions
Over 3,700 MX systems are operational 
on more than 137 different types of plat-
forms across 70 countries. Additionally, 
numerous MatriX ISR kits have been 
designed, built and fielded in support of 
various airborne, land and maritime mis-
sions on a global scale. A sample list of 
airborne kits includes the following:

CH-146 griffon HELiCoptEr
Kit components: L3’s MX-Series EO/IR 
surveillance system and cabin operator 
station, complete with tactical displays, 
moving map hardware and software, and 
video data recorder.

as355 HELiCoptEr
Kit components: L3’s MX-Series EO/
IR surveillance system and an operator 
console, consisting of moving map hard-
ware and software, monitor and video 
data recorder.

Mi-17 HELiCoptEr
Kit components: L3’s MX-Series EO/
IR surveillance system and an operator 
console, consisting of moving map hard-

ware and software, monitor, video data recorder, communica-
tions equipment and microwave downlink.

C-130 HErCuLEs fiXED-Wing airCraft
Kit components: L3’s MX-Series EO/IR surveillance system and 
a palletized, two-person operator console workstation, complete 
with seating, as well as a mission computer featuring sensor man-
agement automation and video analytic software, a storage man-
agement system, human-machine interface (HMI), moving maps, 
monitors and recorders.

Look to L3’s MatriX ISR to take your utility platform to the 
next level. SP

For more information, please visit wescam.com
*Time based on testing during customer demonstrations – 12/2016

IntroducIng L3’s 
MatrIX™
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A Modular ISR Package for the Black Hawk UH-60 Platform

matrix iSr Console installed in the UH-60

add full iSr capability in just 6 hours
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HELICOPTERS Forecast

Various surveys have given different estimates on commercial helicopter deliveries, but 
they all remain positive about the Asia-Pacific region which has many areas that are 

poorly connected by air transportation

by R. ChandRakanth

T
ime is of essence. With that being the 
norm of the present generation for both business 
and leisure purposes, the mode of transportation 
becomes crucial and there is no doubt, whatso-
ever, aviation scores over everything else. And, if 
one has to reach inhospitable locations, the uncon-
nected regions and places where regular modes of 

transportation have their own set of challenges, then helicopters 
come into play.

In Asia, the need to connect vast areas of unconnected regions 
is more than on any other continent. With this growing need, the 
region is becoming an attractive market for manufacturers of heli-
copters and the many surveys by different institutions have one 
thing in common — highlighting how the helicopter market is 
growing at a fast pace and have a distinct edge over other carriers. 

AsiA-PAcific mArkeT exPAnds. Various surveys have 
given different estimates on commercial helicopter deliveries, but 
they all remain positive about the Asia-Pacific region, which has 
many areas that are poorly connected or not connected at all by 
any kind of air transportation. Ascend Consultancy, part of Flight-
global, has predicted that Asia-Pacific’s share of commercial heli-
copter deliveries will rise to 37 per cent in 2025 from 26 per cent 
in 2015. The survey pointed out that helicopters for business/
private use would dominate with 33 per cent of deliveries, fol-
lowed by utility/multi-role helicopters at 22 per cent and offshore 
support with 13 per cent. In the Asia-Pacific, utility helicopters 
accounted for 26 per cent share, closely followed by business/pri-
vate use at 25 per cent. The other segments such as Medevac, law 
enforcement and VIP movement were all in single digits.

Sharing the survey details was Chris Seymour, Head of Market 
Analysis at Ascend, recently ahead of the event Rotorcraft Asia, a 
civilian helicopter trade show being held from April 18 to 20 this 
year in Singapore.

MARKETS WITH  
SOARING POTENTIAL

The ‘big four’ oems — Airbus, 
bell, sikorsky And leonArdo — 
collecTively mAke uP neArly 90 
Per cenT of The mArkeT (Top) Pawan Hans AS365 N3+;  

(Above) AgustaWestland AW169PH
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AusTrAliA leAding The PAck. In Asia-Pacific, Aus-
tralia has about 2,000 helicopters, while neighbouring New Zea-
land has some 800. China and Japan also have about 800 heli-
copters each with the former growing exponentially, thanks to 
the rapid sales of civilian/parapublic helicopter fleet. India has 
a helicopter fleet of 300, which is expected to go up to 800 in the 
next decade. State-owned Pawan Hans has the largest helicopter 
fleet with 50 in India.

Dennis Lau of Ascend Consultancy has said that Asia-Pacific’s 
commercial helicopter fleet has grown 64 per cent since 2005 and 
there are over 6,000 helicopters in service by either civilian or gov-
ernment operators.

Meanwhile, Hong Kong business aviation consulting firm 
Asian Sky Group (ASG) is releasing its highly-anticipated year 
end 2016 Asia-Pacific Civil Helicopter Fleet Report. This is the 
fourth consecutive year ASG has produced the report and it 
again features a detailed breakdown of the Asia-Pacific helicop-

ter fleet (excluding pistons) by fleet size, replacement cost, mis-
sion segments, size categories and original equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs).

The 2016 Report also includes a section on offshore activity, 
discussing the continued impact of the oil and gas downturn on 
the civil helicopter market and an in-depth section on the Asia-
Pacific’s fastest-growing civil helicopter market, China. The new-
est addition to this year’s report is another first by ASG — a sec-
tion on the helicopter leasing market in the Asia-Pacific region. 
This new section examines the reasons for leasing, types of leases 
available and provides a breakdown of leased helicopters by les-
sor and country. The report spotlights a number of operators and 
OEMs in the region. ASG has featured operators HeliKorea, China 
Southern Airlines General Aviation Limited and the Leonardo 
Company. Also spotlighted are the Leonardo AW169 and AW189, 
all of which have been highlighted for their multi-mission con-
figurations and popularity within the region.

ASG said that the Asia-Pacific civil helicopter fleet (excluding 
pistons) numbered 3,924 at the end of 2016, an increase of 4 per 
cent over year end 2015. This increase is notably smaller than in 
past years, with only half of the 34 countries experiencing year-
on-year growth. China remained the region’s growth driver — as 
it has for the past few years – adding 85 helicopters in 2016, an 
increase of 21 per cent year-on-year. The Asia-Pacific region’s fleet 
continues to be largely positioned in four countries. In unit terms, 
61 per cent of the helicopter fleet is based in Australia, Japan, 
China and New Zealand. Australia represents the largest market 
overall and is the largest market for Bell, followed by Japan, the 
largest market for Airbus and Leonardo and China, the largest 
market for Sikorsky. New Zealand follows these three, with the 
largest market for MD.

The ‘big four’. In terms of replacement cost, the ‘big four’ 
OEMs — Airbus, Bell, Sikorsky and Leonardo — collectively make 
up nearly 90 per cent of the market, with Airbus at 43 per cent 
and the other three, making up 47 per cent. Presently, the Asia-
Pacific fleet includes a wider variety of helicopter mission profiles 
than ever before, with 54 per cent of the fleet in multi-mission 
use, followed by 12 per cent for corporate and private, 9 per cent 
for offshore operations, 7 per cent for search and rescue and 5 per 
cent for emergency medical services. In replacement cost terms, 
offshore has become the largest segment, with 21 per cent of the 
fleet, followed by search and rescue (SAR) at 11 per cent. A more 
recent shift in the Asia-Pacific fleet has been the usage by local 
operators of aircraft dry-leased from dedicated helicopter leasing 
companies. By the end of 2016, Asia-Pacific’s operators were using 
over 170 helicopters dry-leased from third parties, with a replace-
ment cost value of approximately $1.5 billion. Australia had the 
largest number of leased helicopters at 60, operating in a variety 
of roles from offshore, emergency medical services (EMS) and 
multi-mission.

India follows with 28, used mainly in the offshore segment and 
Indonesia is next with 25, with the majority used for multi-mission 

in AsiA-PAcific, AusTrAliA hAs 
AbouT 2,000 helicoPTers, while 
neighbouring new ZeAlAnd hAs 
some 800

(Top) Bell 412 multi-turbine engine helicopter;  
(Above) Sikorsky S-92 helicopter
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operations. The largest lessors in the Asia-Pacific region include 
Milestone Aviation Group, Waypoint Leasing, Australia & New 
Zealand Bank (ANZ), Airwork NZ, Lease Corporation Interna-
tional (LCI) and Eagle Copters. “With each issue of the Asia-Pacific 
Civil Helicopter Fleet Report, ASG better understands the data and 
information that readers and the industry need,” says ASG Manag-
ing Director Jeffrey Lowe. “The report is constantly evolving and 
the Helicopter Leasing Market Overview is an example of that. This 
a section the industry will find insightful, as this data is limited and 
often inaccessible. Overall, the report continues to provide relevant 
information and has become an indispensable source on business 
aviation within the Asia-Pacific region.” The Asia-Pacific Civil Heli-
copter Fleet Report will be distributed in the Asia-Pacific region 
with a Chinese version made available in China. For the full report, 
visit the ASG website www.asianskymedia.com.

honeywell lowers iTs forecAsT. Similarly, Hon-
eywell Aerospace in its 18th annual Turbine-Powered Civil Heli-
copter Purchase Outlook, Honeywell forecasts 4,300 to 4,800 civil-
ian use helicopters will be delivered from 2016 to 2020, roughly 
400 helicopters lower than the 2015 five-year forecast. Its forecast 
is in the background of a slower global economic growth environ-
ment and increased volatility in oil and gas-related markets, the 
helicopter industry is reacting with a cautious outlook for near-
term new purchases.

“The current global economic situation is causing fleet man-
agers to evaluate new helicopter purchases closely, and that 

is why we are seeing a more cautious five-year demand projec-
tion compared with previous years,” said Carey Smith, President, 
Defense and Space at Honeywell Aerospace. “Even in a slower 
growth environment, Honeywell is well-positioned to help opera-
tors keep current fleets lasting longer with aftermarket upgrades 
and repairs.”

The Honeywell survey showed new purchase-plan rates were 
stable, but operators cited fewer total new model purchases 
over the five-year period, leading to a more cautious near-term 
outlook. When considering a new purchase, operators’ results 
mirrored those from last year, with make and model choices for 
their new aircraft most strongly influenced by range, cabin size, 
performance, technology upgrades and brand experience. Heli-
copter fleet utilisation generally declined when compared with 
that of the year gone by. Over the next 12 months, usage rates are 
expected to improve but at a reduced rate.

It said that the demand for helicopters in Brazil, Russia, India 
and China (BRIC) continues to ebb and flow, with stronger results 
recorded for India and Brazil in the 2016 survey. In India and Bra-
zil, new helicopter purchase plan rates exceed the world aver-
age by a wide margin. Planned Chinese purchase rates slipped, 
reflecting near-term slower economic growth prospects. Notably, 
no Chinese-built models received specific purchase interest men-
tions in the survey. However, civil deliveries are being made and 
have been reflected in the Honeywell outlook.

indiA, A counTry on The move. India’s civil aviation 
market is soaring and is among the fastest growing in the world 
with over 20 per cent growth. It is expected to reach the third spot 
in world aviation markets in the next five years. However, helicopter 
usage has not grown at the same pace as airlines. It was in 1986 that 
helicopters got a boost in India when the Helicopter Corporation 
of India was set up. It was later rechristened as Pawan Hans Heli-
copters Ltd. which has the highest rotary-wing fleet in the coun-
try. India accounts for less than 1 per cent of the world helicopter 
population with about 300 choppers. India currently has fewer 
civil helicopters than Switzerland. Hopefully, all this will change as 
the government led by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi that is 
working towards transforming the skies through all modes of aerial 
transportation. And a number of OEMs have or are in the process of 
establishing joint ventures to start local production here, thus giving 
them an edge as they compete to win orders here. The plan of the 
government to enhance regional connectivity is opening the avia-
tion sector for all categories of aircraft — be it rotary- or fixed-wing.

Performance criteria of the helicopter in terms of speed, range, 
safety and reliability, hot/high capability, cabin size and brand expe-
rience are the reasons why operators look at certain brands. Some 
of the sought after choppers are Eurocopter’s EC 130/AS 350, Bell 
407, Robinson R-66 and AgustaWestland’s AW109, which are opera-
tional in India. The next category is the intermediate/medium twin-
engine helicopters and they include AW139, AW169, Bell 412, EC 145 
and Sikorsky S-76. These types of helicopters are more in demand in 
the oil and gas arena and are certainly more expensive to operate 
whereas the heavy class of helicopters is mostly in use in defence.

With the government trying to address policy issues and trying 
to ease regulatory bottlenecks, it is hoped that the Indian aviation 
market, irrespective of the aircraft, will get a boost. However, the 
high cost of operations holds back the segment. Aviation turbine 
fuel, customs duty for import of helicopters/spares and application 
of fixed-wing air traffic rules to helicopters have stymied the growth 
of civil helicopter industry to a large extent. Another major problem 
is lack of infrastructure. While the scope of operations and utilisa-
tion for commercial helicopters is vast, the requisite infrastructure 
is almost non-existent both in the metros and remote areas.

Projecting that the number of civil helicopters in India will 
increase by nearly threefold to 800 in next 10 to 20 years, the Cen-
tre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) said that the government’s 
ambitious ‘Make in India’ programme coupled with strategic 
initiatives could make this growth happen. According to CAPA, 
almost half of this projected requirement would be needed for 
providing regional connectivity, which is one of the focus areas of 
the new National Civil Aviation Policy.

iT is hAPPening. One of the first signs is that India finally 
gets an exclusive heliport. Inaugurated this year, the Rohini facil-
ity is India’s first integrated facility for rotary-wing aircraft includ-
ing their landing and take-off. It has a terminal building that can 
cater to 150 passengers per day besides separate air traffic control 
(ATC), fire and fuelling services. In February 2016, Pawan Hans 
carried out trial sorties from the heliport and has planned to 
go for full-scale chopper operations from May onwards. This is 
expected to reduce congestion at the Delhi Airport that currently 
handles about 40 to 50 helicopter arrivals and departures on an 
average per day besides the large-scale fixed-wing operations. 

Despite these regulatory and infrastructural issues, due to its vast 
area and varied terrain, India is a helicopter country. And this throws 
open enormous opportunities to expand economic activity! sP

indiA hAs A helicoPTer fleeT of 
300, which is exPecTed To go uP 
To 800 in The nexT decAde
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IntervIew OEM

Bell Helicopter is an industry-leading producer of commercial and military, manned and 
unmanned vertical-lift aircraft and the pioneer of the revolutionary tiltrotor aircraft. In an 

interview with Rohit Goel of SP’s AirBuz, the Managing Director of Bell Helicopters, 
Asia, Sameer A. Rehman talks about how the platforms fit the needs of Asia-Pacific.

SP’s AirBuz (SP’s): How important is the Asia-Pacific mar-
ket for Bell and what is your growth forecast for the region 
over the next three years?
Sameer A. Rehman (Rehman): We maintain optimism for the 
Asia-Pacific market, despite a global softening of the commercial 
market — especially the medium helicopter market. Bell Helicop-
ter has maintained a solid presence in the region for over 30 years, 
with an installed fleet of 1,000 plus helicopters (over 1,100 if you 
include China) serving every mission segment.

We continue to seek out key certifications to enhance our abil-
ity to address customer needs. Recently, the Bell 505 Jet Ranger 
X type certification was accepted by the Australian Government’s 
Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA). We continue to see a lot 
of diversity throughout the region, with interest across every seg-
ment and every Bell Helicopter platform. We had quite a number 
of wins in recent years and anticipate more in the next year, Phil-
ippines Air Force 412s, Indonesian Police 429s, Indonesian Flight 
Calibration Department 429s, NSW Police 412Epi.

SP’s: Which are the three biggest segments in the region?
Rehman: We see fantastic upside for all of our products which 
have amazing flexibility. Our products are experiencing the great-
est interest in HEMS, utility, and tourism. We continue to have 
steady interest from corporate and VIP operators — particularly 
for the 429 and 412 platforms. The Bell 412EP remains the most 
rugged and reliable medium helicopter on the market, chosen by 
the Philippine Department of National Defense and delivered two 
months ahead of schedule. HEMS orders have steadily increased 
over the last two years, but we will continue to have conversa-
tions and demonstrate our aircraft capabilities.

SP’s: What products does Bell offer in these major market 
segments?
Rehman: Bell Helicopter’s portfolio of products is highly relevant 
to diverse climate and mission needs of Asia-Pacific operators:
l	 With a speed of 125 knots (232 kmph), range of 340 nautical 

miles (629 km) and useful load of 1,500 pounds (680 kg), the 
Bell 505 is designed to be safe and easy to fly while providing 
significant value to the operator. The customer-driven design 
places safety, performance and affordability at the forefront, 

blending proven systems with advanced technology and a 
sleek, modern design.

l	 The Bell 412EP remains the most rugged and reliable medium 
helicopter on the market.

l	 Our Asia-Pacific demonstration tour of the Bell 429WLG 
received great customer feedback.

SP’s: What are the organisational strengths and product 
USPs of Bell for the region?
Rehman: It’s challenging to assign one key characteristic to a re-
gion as varied and diverse as Asia-Pacific. We focus directly on the 
customer and their mission requirements to ensure we deliver the 
right platform to fit our customers’ needs.

Bell 412: This is the right platform for parapublic and utility 
operations.

Bell 407GXP: The demo tour of Nepal of Bell 407 platform 
showcased its game-changing performance in the highest terrain, 
the Himalayan mountain ranges. 

Bell 505: The CASA validation saw a significant increase in 
orders. We saw strong conversion of letters of intent on the 505 and 
we see growth in the tourism and light utility sectors and increas-
ing parapublic rotorcraft usage.

SP’s: What is Bell doing to ensure the growth of helicopter 
MRO within the region?
Rehman: The Bell Helicopter service centre in Singapore is a 
climate-controlled facility which supports new aircraft customi-
sation and delivery in addition to maintenance, repair and over-
haul. Bell Helicopter Asia offers customers a convenient location 
for new aircraft acceptance and maintenance training within the 
region. We continue to invest in customer support and service 
facility in Singapore. Currently, we have customer service engi-
neers located in-region to serve our customer base, as well as 14 
customer service facilities that support our regional customers.

SP’s: Besides China and India, which are your major growth 
markets in Asia-Pacific?
Rehman: We see great potential in the entire region for our wide 
variety of aircraft, but specific countries with the greatest demand 
at this point would be Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. SP

BELL HELICOPTERS  
MEET DIVERSE NEEDS 
OF ASIA-PACIFIC
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Helicopters Heliport

It is the first integrated heliport which is expected to further boost the plans of the 
government to increase remote and regional air connectivity

by R. ChandRakanth

H
elicopters Have been around 
in India for a long time, but they have always 
grown in the shadows of other types of aircraft, 
be it a commercial airliner or a private aircraft. 
In fact, the growth has been woefully poor com-
pared to the potential it has. One of the major 
hindrances in their growth has been the lack of 

proper infrastructure for the rotary-wing segment.
While the helicopter can land and take-off from a small piece 

of land or from a large rooftop adding to its versatility, for regular 
operations, it requires proper infrastructure for the segment to 
grow in an organised manner. One of the key essentials for the 
growth of the helicopter segment is the existence of heliports and 
that concept never existed in India, till recently. A heliport is by 

definition an area of land, water or structure used or intended to 
be used for the landing and take-off of helicopters and includes 
its buildings and other facilities. In other words, it is a small air-
port suitable for use by helicopters and some other vertical-lift 
platforms. Designated heliports typically contain one or more 
touchdown and lift-off areas and may also have limited facilities 
such as for storage of fuel, refuelling of helicopters and hangars 
for maintenance. In some larger towns and cities, customs clear-
ance facilities may also be available.

Features oF tHe roHini Heliport. This was woefully 
missing from the Indian aviation scene. However, on February 
28, 2017, India finally got its first heliport at Rohini in New Delhi. 
The Rohini Heliport was formally inaugurated by the Minister of 

ROHINI,  
INDIA’S FIRST HELIPORT

Union Minister for civil Aviation p. Ashok Gajapathi raju at the dedication ceremony of the first integrated heliport to the nation at rohini Heliport, in Delhi on 
February 28, 2017. the Minister of state for civil Aviation Jayant sinha and the secretary, Ministry of civil Aviation, r.N. choubey are also seen.
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Civil Aviation (MoCA), P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju. The heliport has 
provisions for operational facilities and maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) as well. The heliport has the following facilities:
l	 Centrally air-conditioned passenger terminal building with 

the capacity to handle 150 passengers.
l	 Four hangars of 3,600 sq m area (each hanger with 900 sq m).
l	 Parking capacity for 12 helicopters.
l	 Refuelling facility.
l	 Fire services.

The Rohini Heliport can be used for 25 operations so far 
by various operators. It is the first integrated heliport which is 
expected to further boost the plans of the government to increase 
remote and regional connectivity through air.

Inaugurating the heliport, Gajapathi Raju said that the heli-
port was an excellent infrastructure but pointed out that helicop-
ter services in India are still at a nascent stage. The facility will 
keep the cost under control as MRO facility has been incorpo-
rated. This would also help in job creation.

Raju also said that his Ministry has made a request to the Lt 
Governor of Delhi as well as the Delhi Government for providing 
Pawan Hans Limited., the adjacent two hectares of land for set-
ting up helicopter pilots and an AME training centre to meet the 
growing demand for such professionals.

The Minister of State for Civil Aviation, Jayant Sinha, said 
that the aviation sector is making history almost every day and 
that the heliport is one such event. He said that the facility will 
be useful in providing medical emergency services, public safety 
and enhancing tourism. Sinha said that helicopter services could 
become economically viable if the prevailing 25 per cent tax on 
aviation turbine fuel was reduced.

Four Heliports across tHe country. The Sec-
retary for Civil Aviation, R.N. Choubey, said that it is part of the 
National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP) to have four heliports, one 
in each region and Rohini is the first step. He also said that heli-
copter operations could be shifted from the Indira Gandhi Inter-
national Airport (IGIA) to Rohini. The heliport was completed in 
almost two years time at a cost of nearly `100 crore. This heliport 
will provide all helicopter operational facilities and will decongest 
the busy IGIA and also promote regional air connectivity through 
helicopters in the northern part of the country for regular pas-
senger services, heli-services, landing and parking of helicopters, 
MRO services for helicopters, disaster management, Helicopter 
Emergency Medical Services (HEMS), law and order surveillance.

pawan Hans — tHe Key to development. Pawan 
Hans has also prepared a road map to connect all the major des-
tinations from this heliport such as to Shimla, Haridwar, Dehra-
dun, Mathura, Agra, Meerut and industrial hubs such as Manesar 
and Bahadurgarh. They will provide air connectivity between 

Delhi and neighbouring cities from the heliport. With the heli-
port commencing operations, regional connectivity will become 
easier from the capital to neighbouring areas.

Pawan Hans had successfully carried out trial sorties from the 
heliport in February last year and had planned to go for full-scale 
helicopter operations from May. The commencement of services 
from here is also expected to reduce congestion at the Delhi air-
port, which currently handles about 50 helicopter arrivals and 
departures on an average per day besides the large-scale fixed-
wing operations, the Chairman and Managing Director of Pawan 
Hans B.P. Sharma said.

Pawan Hans is working on its business diversification and has 
devised a Strategic Plan 2020 according to which company will be 
diversifying into small fixed-wing and seaplane operations, MRO 
and development of helipads and heliports. It is working to develop 
four ‘heli-hubs’ in line with the concept of ‘airport-hubs.’ These heli-
hubs will be a one-point solution for the helicopter business and 

Helicopters play a Key role 
in remote area connectivity, 
intra-city movement, tourism, 
law enForcement, disaster 
relieF, searcH and rescue and 
emergency medical evacuation

Union Minister for civil Aviation Gajapathi raju flagging off the first helicopter 
at rohini Heliport
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will act as a heliport for public passenger services, MRO facility for 
helicopter maintenance and also as a skill development centre for 
training of pilots, aircraft maintenance engineers and technicians.

Focus on regional connectivity. In the NCAP, 
there is provision to develop four heli-hubs in the Northern, 
Southern, Western and Eastern regions and Rohini is the first 
off the block. The MoCA has launched a Regional Connectivity 
Scheme under NCAP which inter-alia permits helicopter opera-
tion only among the states of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, North-eastern region of India, Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep Islands.

Helicopters play a key role in remote area connectivity, intra-
city movement, tourism, law enforcement, disaster relief, search 
and rescue and emergency medical evacuation. India currently 
has less than 300 civilian helicopters which is very low as com-
pared to other developing nations.

The government will promote helicopter usage in the follow-
ing manner:
l	 Separate regulations for helicopters will be notified by the 

Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) after due con-
sultations with stakeholder.

l	 The government will facilitate the development of at least 
four heli-hubs initially across the country to promote regional 
connectivity. 

l	 The MoCA will coordinate with the Ministry of Finance, Min-
istry of Home Affairs, National Highways Authority of India, 
Indian Railways, insurance companies, hospitals, Pawan Hans 
and other helicopter operators to facilitate HEMS. The DGCA 
will bring out regulations exclusively for HEMS, which will 

stipulate that helicopters under HEMS operations shall not 
be used for any other purpose. Such being the case, helicop-
ters under HEMS operations will not require any operational 
clearance from any agency for landing at accident sites or in 
the event of any other emergency except air defence clearance 
because of the very nature of their operations. No landing 
charges and RNFC will be levied for HEMS operations. 

l	 Helicopters will be free to fly from point-to-point without prior 
ATC clearance in airspace below 5,000 feet and areas other 
than controlled airspace, prohibited and restricted ones, Tem-
porary Segregated Areas and Temporary Restricted Areas after 
obtaining air defence clearance, wherever required and inti-
mating the following information to the nearest ATC: point of 
origin, destination, level, expected time of departure, expected 
time of arrival and the duration of flight. For this, the Ministry 
of Defence and MoCA will set up web-based platforms.

l	 The Airports Authority of India (AAI) may provide or ear-
mark/lease land for helicopter operations at AAI airports on 
appropriate commercial terms from where helicopters can 
operate without interfering with fixed-wing traffic. 

l	 Airport charges for helicopter operations will be suitably 
rationalised.

l	 A separate helicopter cell will be created in DGCA.
l	 The Ministry of Defence, through the Indian Air Force, will 

create a system whereby expeditious air defence clearance 
may be granted.
A beginning has been made to develop the rotary-wing seg-

ment in an organised manner and it is now for the industry to 
rally around such efforts by utilising the heliports and heli-hubs 
which are soon going to dot the nation. Sp

Union Minister for civil Aviation, p. Ashok Gajapathi raju watching the model at the dedication ceremony of the first integrated heliport at rohini Heliport in Delhi 
on February 28, 2017. the lt Governor of Delhi Anil Baijal, the Minister of state for civil Aviation Jayant sinha, the secretary, Ministry of civil Aviation,  

r.N. choubey and the Member of parliament Udit raj are also seen
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Unmanned SyStemS OperatiOns

The integration of unmanned aerial platforms into the civil airspace  
that is normally inhabited by routine civil air traffic would pose  

immense operational and technological challenges

by b.K. Pandey

Unmanned 
in Civil airspaCe 

T
he DirecToraTe General of Civil Avia-
tion (DGCA), the regulatory authority for civil 
aviation in India, issued a public notice in the 
year 2014 on the operation of drones in the civil 
domain. While conceding to the fact that drones 
have a number of applications that are useful and 
beneficial to the civil society at large, unregulated 

operations of drones in civil airspace and the absence of proper 
integration into the air traffic management system could pose 
serious hazard to normal civil air traffic. Given the state of air 
traffic management in India in respect of drones, one cannot 
contest this stand of the DGCA. 

 The public notice read as: “The airspace over cities in India 
has a high density of manned aircraft traffic and as such, there 

would be a possibility of mid-air collision between manned and 
unmanned aircraft leading to the possibility of a major accident. 
While the rules are being framed by the regulatory authority, in 
the interim, no non-government organisation or individual can 
launch a drone into Indian airspace for any purpose without prior 
authorisation. Any agency or individual seeking permission to 
operate a drone in civil airspace would require approval by the 
DGCA and clearance from Air Navigation Service Provider, the 
Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Home Affairs and other con-
cerned agencies.” It would, without doubt, be a tedious exercise 
indeed for any non-government organisation or private party to 
obtain sanction to operate a drone in civil airspace! However, 
draft guidelines for the commercial use of unmanned platforms 
were prepared and circulated in August last year by the DGCA.PH
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UnmanneD aerial SySTem. An unmanned aerial system 
(UAS) consists of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and the various 
dedicated systems that support its operations such as a controller 
on the ground, a system of communications between him and the 
platform and the associated infrastructure on the ground. A UAV, 
also referred to as ‘drone’ or sometimes as remotely piloted aircraft 
(RPA), is, as the name suggests, an aerial platform without a human 
pilot on board. UAVs can operate with varying degrees of autonomy, 
either in an automated mode through a pre-programmed software 
in the computer that is carried onboard or the platform is controlled 
through a radio link by an operator on the ground.

To begin with, UAVs were developed for military applica-
tion and these vehicles continue to be used by the armed forces 
of many nations across the globe in increasing numbers. With 
advancements in design, unmanned platforms are making 
ingress successfully into the combat regime and are endowed 
with the capability to deliver precision weapons against targets 
on the ground or to engage other unmanned craft in aerial com-
bat. A platform with the capability of undertaking strike missions 
or aerial combat is referred to as unmanned combat aerial vehicle 
(UCAV). Military analysts believe that aerial warfare in the future 
will be dominated by unmanned aerial platforms with manned 
aircraft progressively receding from the prominence they cur-
rently command. The fact that in the United States, during the 
year 2016, the number of individuals trained to operate UAVs was 
far more than those trained to be combat pilots, is a clear indica-
tion of the way unmanned technology is evolving and finally will 
dominate the regime of aerial warfare in not too distant a future. 

However, over the years, there has been a proliferation of UAVs 
in the civil domain as well with civilian drones vastly outnum-
bering military unmanned platforms. It is reported that by the 
year 2015, over a million unmanned civilian platforms had been 
sold by the various companies across the world engaged in its 
manufacture. Today, in the US or in the technologically advanced 
nations in Europe, employment of UAS is increasing in commer-
cial, scientific, recreational, agricultural and other applications 
such as law enforcement, disaster management, search and res-
cue, wildlife management, monitoring of forest fires, surveillance, 
aerial mapping, monitoring of infrastructure such as power lines 
and oil pipelines, aerial photography, video recording of events, 
carriage of cargo and delivery of medicines into inaccessible areas 
or other products including even pizzas! However, regular opera-
tion of UAS requires a flawless integration of unmanned air traf-
fic with the normal manned traffic. In this respect, Indian system 
of management of air traffic lags far behind thus smothering the 
enthusiasm amongst the civil segment of society that is waiting 
to exploit the immense potential of UAS technology. 

inTeGraTion of UaS wiTh civil air Traffic. The 
integration of unmanned aerial platforms into the civil airspace in 

India that is normally inhabited by routine civil air traffic, would 
pose immense operational and technological challenges. Despite 
the progress in this field by the civil aviation establishment in the 
UK, in the year 2016, a rotary-wing unmanned platform came within 
a few hundred feet of a passenger jet as it was on the final approach 
to land at Heathrow Airport. Fortunately, there was no collision; but 
the situation was potentially hazardous as the pilot could have been 
distracted in a highly critical phase of flight and could have gone 
wrong with disastrous consequences. Currently, in India, there is no 
system in place to prevent collision between unmanned platforms 
and civil aircraft, whether airliners or business aircraft. At the out-
set, there is imperative need to build up adequate infrastructure 
for tracking with absolute precision and for controlling UAVs of the 
smallest size operating in civil airspace even at ultra low heights.

A major problem that could arise during the flight by a UAV is 
loss of radio contact resulting loss of control of the platform. Loss 
of radio contact with the air traffic control (ATC) can take place 
with a manned aircraft as well. But in such a case, the situation is 
not catastrophic as there is a pilot onboard and procedures for han-
dling such a contingency are well defined and known to both the 
crew and the ATC. Such procedures are routinely rehearsed as part 
of the training programme. However, with an unmanned platform, 
the situation is quite different primarily on account of the fact that 
there is no human onboard to take control of the situation. Inter-
ruption of radio link between the controller on the ground and an 
unmanned platform thus could create a potentially a very hazard-
ous situation for manned aircraft operating in the same airspace. 
Thus it would be mandatory that there is a system in place to man-
age such a contingency as also the system must have a high degree 
of reliability and must also be a proven one. It goes without saying 
that there needs to be a sound and effective regulatory framework 
to ensure proper integration of the two segments of air traffic oper-
ating manned and unmanned platforms respectively.

A malaise that generally afflicts the Indian civil aviation 
industry is that the regulatory framework is not structured to 
inspire growth; but on the contrary, it tends to impede growth. A 
new regulatory framework that is contemplated for the integra-
tion of unmanned traffic into civil airspace, must be UAV-friendly 
and must aim to facilitate technological growth and not stifle it. 
The regulatory framework ought to be so structured that it bal-
ances the need for safety and security with further development 
of technology and innovation.

Another issue associated with the operation of drones in civil 
airspace is the potential threat that unmanned platforms can pose 
to privacy of individuals or organisations as these devices can be 
used to collect data and images without the knowledge of the 
target. The new policy under formulation would have to address 
this issue and define the liability of the operator in the event of 
infringement of the privacy of an individual or organisation.

conclUSion. Integration of UAVs with manned air traffic 
in civil airspace will undoubtedly be a technological challenge 
and a daunting task for both the Indian civil aviation regulatory 
authorities and the industry. In order to achieve and maintain the 
high levels of safety standards prevalent in the Indian civil avia-
tion industry, all the stakeholders must ensure that there is no 
compromise of any kind on account of integration of the newly 
emerging unmanned segment of civil aviation with the age-old 
and well established manned air traffic. Failure to ensure this 
could have serious implications for air safety overall and for the 
future of the industry as a whole. sp

cUrrenTly, in inDia, There iS 
no SySTem in place To prevenT 
colliSion beTween UnmanneD 
plaTformS anD civil aircrafT, 
wheTher airlinerS or bUSineSS 
aircrafT
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Finance AirfAres

Mainline airlines around the world are adopting low-cost carrier (LCC) fare structures in 
order to tap into the growing number of price-sensitive consumers. They’re also hoping 

that many of those travellers will pay slightly more.

by byron bohlman  
VancouVer/canada

F
or years, mainline carriers have been 
trying to find effective ways to adapt their traditional 
business models to be able to compete with low-cost, 
low fare airlines. Cramming more seats into cabins, 
slashing costs, new-generation yield management 
systems, rejigging fare structures and even creating 
the airline-within-an-airline concept. Airports in both 

Europe and North America are littered with failed experiments — 
BA’s Go, Delta’s Song, United’s Ted, Continental Lite, Air Canada’s 
Zip — where the parent companies could never completely sepa-
rate their offspring operationally and financially. Today, however, 
the major carriers are learning how to compete. Jetstar, Rouge and 
Scoot seem to be standing on their own. Yet a more fundamental 
change is underway with mainline airlines which is levelling the 
playing field with LCCs and generating some new revenue.

competing For screen attention. Online search 
engines have transformed the way consumers buy air travel. The 
bias that was inherent in airline-owned reservation systems decades 
ago has been replaced by more neutral search logic that ranks flight 
preferences controlled by the user. In order to attract price-sensitive 
buyers who mostly prioritise the output by lowest fare, mainline car-
rier flights need to appear on the same screen as LCC flights. And 
that means mainline price points need to appear to be competitive.

Passengers flying on most major airlines have grudgingly 
accepted that the all-inclusive ticket price is a thing of the past. 
Charges for checked bags, seat assignment, priority boarding, 
food and beverage, and live conversations with reservations staff 
are now the norm.

Unbundling the components of the travel experience and pric-
ing them separately has allowed low-fare consumers to pay for what 
they truly value. Mainline carriers historically matched LCC price 
points through inventory control, but by stripping off the individual 
elements, they are finally able to show “bare bones” ticket prices.

As in most successful product marketing, it’s all about the 
packaging. Airfares are no exception.

consumers are moved to tiers. If you search an 
airline’s website for a domestic or regional flight, there is a good 
chance the corresponding economy class fares are grouped in 
three tiers. The once-unbundled ticket price is, essentially, now 
re-bundled with each tier comprised of progressively more valu-
able product components. The clever marketing names commu-
nicate a tier’s contents.
l	 Basic Economy (Check ‘n Go, Starter Fare, Economy Light, 

Value)
	 – no frills, bare bones transportation, hand baggage only
	 – no advanced seat reservation, no checked baggage, no 

refunds, no changes
	 – no upgrades, limited or no frequent flyer points accrual
l	 Classic Economy (Light & Relax, Saver, Smart, Plus)
	 – includes most items excluded in Basic Economy
l	 Flexible Economy (Fast & Flex)
	 – same as Classic
	 – refunds (reduced penalty), changes, priority boarding, food 

voucher, premium seating
Each tier is intended to offer those travel elements that appeal 

to different consumer types. On short-haul domestic flights under 
90 minutes, for example, are advance seat reservations, ticket 
changes and refunds essential items for a price-sensitive traveller?

In most cases, the mid-tier fare is priced the same or slightly 
below the basic tier if all the excluded extra components are pur-
chased separately. For value-driven travellers, particularly those 
who check baggage, it’s often more cost-effective to buy the mid-
tier fare. Airlines are hoping most consumers will figure that out.

Willingness to Buy up. It’s not only leisure travellers 
who buy the lowest fare. Savvy business passengers, especially 
those who make frequent same-day short-haul return trips, don’t 
need to pay more for checked baggage and in-flight amenities. For 
them, the hand-bag only basic price combined with any frequent 
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flyer programme elite status that gives early boarding privileges 
saves money and delivers good value. Mainline airlines, however, 
would like to get those chronic, lowest-fare business travellers to 
buy up to the next tier. Squeezing more revenue from any number 
of them, no matter how few, adds to the bottom line. How willing 

are price-conscious consumers to pay more? That may depend 
on how loyal they are to one carrier.

What price loyalty? As the number of mainline air-
lines migrating to the three-tier economy fare structure goes up, 

M
ost popular

BuNdLestarter fare
includes

plus bundle
enjoy the extras
and  save a bundle

Max bundle
our fully flexible fare with the lot

with $65 of
included value#$35 $184

select Flights › passengers › seats › extras › payment

no change fees 
for date, time & name
changes (fare difference 
applies)

800 Qantas points 
and 10 status credits^ or a 
Aud $10 Jetstar Flight  
Rewards Voucher*.
Find out more

auD $5 inflight Food & 
Beverage Voucher (per 
person) 
Find out more
conditions apply

Free standard seat 
selection

20kg checked baggage

plus bundles are non-refundable.
View plus Bundle rules

#Based on one change and selecting the 
Flight Rewards Voucher.

add to booking

Fully flexible fare 
No fees for date, time, name, 
origin & destination changes 
(fare difference may apply)

1,200 Qantas points 
and 20 status credits^ or a 
Aud $10 Jetstar Flight  
Rewards Voucher*.
Find out more

refundable 
(fee applies)

auD $5 inflight Food & 
Beverage Voucher (per 
person) 
Find out more
conditions apply

Free seat selection of all 
seats

30kg checked baggage

View Max Bundle rules

add to booking

7kg carry on baggage 
strict weight and size limits 
apply for carry-on baggage

checked baggage not 
included 
checked baggage not
included, can be purchased
on the next page.

starter fares are non-refundable. 
date, time and name changes are 
permitted for a change fee and fare 
difference.
View starter Fare rules

comfortable leather seat

included

Unbundling Ticket Prices: Passengers now pay only for what they value
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product differentiation between carriers goes down. In the United 
States, Delta Air Lines was the first major airline to introduce 
tiered fares. Last month, American Airlines joined United Airlines 
in rolling out the new fares in a handful of domestic markets with 
more to follow later this year. In Europe, most major carriers, 
including British Airways and Lufthansa, were selling bundled 
fares in regional markets throughout 2016.

The appeal of mid-tier, classic fares may be that they simply 
deliver what consumers used to have years ago with all-inclusive 
ticket prices. Then, you reserved a seat, had a checked baggage 
allowance, could change your flight for a fee, earned frequent flyer 
points, and didn’t pay extra for a cup of tea. Today, those items are 
now offered in new, more transparent packaging.

For a mere `200, £15, €20 or $30 more than the one-way basic 

economy price, classic fares may be a very inexpensive way for 
airlines to keep their frequent business travellers loyal.

the Full product spectrum in india. Domes-
tic tiered fares are also offered by LCCs in India. SpiceJet, IndiGo 
and GoAir each bundle specific elements of the travel experience 
although the product packages are not the same across all carri-
ers. Yet unlike many of the world’s major airlines that have already 
adopted or are migrating to a tiered fare structure, Jet Airways 
continues to offer its lowest fare with all the traditional frills. 
Every domestic ticket accrues JP frequent flyer miles and includes 
a checked baggage allowance, meals, flight changes and refunds. 
With each higher price point comes more generous benefits and 
greater seat inventory.

configure Your trip economy Flexenter passenger Details

our recommendation

Berlin - Frankfurt/Main

economy classic

economy light

please choose your flights

choose payment Method

Modify search21.03.2017Frankfurt/Main, FrankBerlin, Berlin - Tegel

1 carry-on bag
up to 8kg/18lbs

seat reservation

1 checked bag 
up to 23kg/50lbs

security fast lane
(where available)

change to earlier flight on the 
same day

+50% award miles
(promotional credit)

1 checked bag 
up to 23kg/50lbs

1 carry-on bag 
up to 8kg/18lbs

snack & beverages

Mileage accrual: 125

seat reservation

priority boarding
(where available)

1 carry-on bag 
up to 8kg/18lbs

snack & beverages

Mileage accrual: 125

snack & beverages

Mileage accrual: 125

rebooking
not possible
refund
not possible

rebooking: 70 eur
plus fare difference
refund
not possible

rebooking possible 
plus fare difference 
refundable except 70 eur 
plus fare difference

77,28 eur 137,29 eur97,29 eur

Mainline Carriers: all-inclusive ticket prices are a thing of the past
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outbound: ahmedabad-amritsar
Fri, 03 Mar 2017

08:40
14:35

Ahmedabad (AMd)
Amritsar (ATQ)

Vistara (uK946)
Vistara (uK994)

Flight details
5hr:55min 1stop(s)

« prev week Tue 28 Feb Wed 1 Mar Thu 2 Mar Fri 3 Mar sat 4 Mar sun 5 Mar Mon 6 Mar Next Week »

INR 5,675 INR 8,407 INR 12,657 INR 8,101 INR 28,776

economy
super saver

economy
saver economy Flexi

premium
economy

saver
premium

economy Flexi

compare the fares

Flight

sN2823 09:25
Brussels
Airport
(BRu)

departure

11:15
Budapest
Ferihegy
Airport (Bud)

Arrival

1h 50m

duration

change or refund 
against a fee change and refund 

for free

€ 288.59 € 333.59

light&relax

flex&fast

choose your seat preferential seating

1 x 23kg checked 
baggage 1 x 23kg checked 

baggage

Fast Lane & priority 
boarding

Hand baggage only

check&Go

€ 268.59

flight Details lite fare
Hand Baggage only

flight 6є 154

Non-stop
2h 10m Adult Adult Adult

01:55
(BoM)

04:05 (deL) 3,441.00 INR 3,653.00 INR 4,926.00 INR

Free checked Baggage 
Allowance

No change Fee 
complimentary seat 

Free checked Baggage 
Allowance

regular fare flexible fare

Departure Duration arrival Price Price Price

one market. tWo structures. As LCCs grow their 
domestic networks and add more aircraft, can mainline airlines 
afford to give all the perks to their lowest-fare passengers to 
stay competitive? When yield management systems arrived in 
the 1980s, airlines embraced the power of the technology and 
adopted inventory-driven ticket pricing to maximise revenue. 

Now, consumer segmentation and the explosive growth in 

ancillary revenue is redefining how airlines sell tickets. The trend 
to fare bundling seems to be here to stay. At least until the next 
idea comes along to replace it. sP

Byron Bohlman is a 35-year airline industry veteran. He was 
a former domestic airline pricing director for Air Canada 
and global marketing director at Bombardier and Embraer.

Attracting Passengers (Above): Mainline carriers are competing with Lccs
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When it comes to performance, both jet and turboprop aircraft in the regime of business 
aviation have attributes and limitations that a prospective buyer would need to take into 

account while selecting and evaluating the platform

by b.K. Pandey

A
n issue thAt plAgues the minds of 
those who are new to the field of aviation is of-
ten related to choice of aircraft powered by jet 
engines as against one powered by a turboprop 
engine. Essentially, the issue boils down the 
type of power plant the aircraft in question is 
equipped with.

history of Development of engine technol-
ogy. A jet engine, also referred to as ‘turbojet’, represents a quan-
tum jump in technology over the piston engine, which was the only 
power plant for aeroplanes till the end of World War II. The turbojet 
is an air breathing, gas turbine engine that has an internal combus-
tion cycle during its operation. The credit for the invention of the 
jet engine, a feat that was achieved just before World War II, goes 
to Sir Frank Whittle who worked on this project single-handedly 
and had patented the concept in 1930. Sir Frank Whittle, regarded 
as the father of the modern turbojet engine, was an engineer in the 
British Royal Air Force and retired from service in 1948 in the rank 
of Air Commodore. A few years after the success recorded by Sir 
Frank Whittle, Hans Von Ohain, an aeronautical engineer in Ger-

many, came up with a design that evolved into the first operational 
jet engine. Soon after, in 1938, a little-known Hungarian aeronautical 
engineer named György Jendrassik, came up with a design of the first 
true turboprop (short for turbo propeller) engine, designated the Cs1. 
Throughout the period of World War II, technological innovations in 
aircraft engines continued to take place.

However, it was the turbojet and not so much the turboprop 
engine that was generally regarded as a significant advancement 
in technology in the domain of power plants for aircraft. The air-
frame platforms for testing turbojet engines under development 
were produced by Heinkel Flugzeugwerke in Germany and the 

JETS VS TURBOPROPS
(left) most efficient new-generation Jet: embraer e195-e2; (Right) modern turboprop: Bombardier Q400 nextgen aircraft
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Gloster Aircraft Company in Britain. However, it was only after 
World War II that the jet engine became a widely used as the 
power plant for aeroplanes.

Design feAtures. Turbojet Engine. A turbojet is essen-
tially an internal combustion, air breathing engine with a rotat-
ing air compressor laid out in several stages and mounted on the 
drive shaft. Cold air from the atmosphere is drawn into the engine 
through the air intake and by means of the rotating compressor 
blades, the mass of air is compressed to high pressure as much as 
10 times the normal atmospheric pressure, as it passes through 
the stages of the axial flow compressor and is mixed with fuel. 
The fuel and air mixture then is ignited in the combustion cham-
ber and the rapidly expanding hot gasses exit the rear end of the 
engine where the exhaust is located, imparting the engine and in 
turn the aircraft on which it is mounted, substantial reactionary 
forward thrust which propels the aeroplane forward.

Turboprop Engine. The turboprop engine is an advancement 
in design over the turbojet engine around which it is engineered. 
Essentially, the energy generated by the combustion of the fuel 
and air mixture as in the turbojet engine is used to impart rota-
tion to the drive shaft which through a reduction gear mecha-
nism, drives a multi-blade propeller mounted at the front end of 
the drive shaft. The forward thrust is generated by the mass of air 
propelled rearwards by the propeller. Thus the turboprop engine 
is a hybrid between two designs as it combines a jet engine with a 
constant speed, variable pitch propeller that was developed as a 
part of the large or high powered piston engines.

Jet or turboprop AircrAft in business AviA-
tion. When it comes to performance, both jet and turboprop 
aircraft in the regime of business aviation have attributes and lim-
itations that a prospective buyer would need to take into account 
while selecting and evaluating the platform. An important char-
acteristic of turboprop powered aircraft is that it is designed to 
fly at medium speeds at which it delivers the most optimum per-
formance in terms of economy in operations. This is because the 
efficiency of a propeller is the highest at a particular speed in the 
medium speed range. The propeller is efficient at flight speeds 
below 725 kmph. However, the efficiency of the propeller reduces 
with increase in speed beyond the design parameters. Turbojets 
on the other hand are relatively much less efficient at low speeds 
and their efficiency improves significantly in a speed range that 
is higher than aircraft that are powered by of turboprop engines. 

One advantage that the turboprop aircraft offers is that it is 
generally more capable of operating from grass airfields. Jet aircraft 
on the other hand, require a concrete runway for take-off and land-
ing. Turboprop aircraft are also capable of operating from smaller 
airstrips as compared to jet aircraft of similar size and class. This is 
particularly relevant for business houses whose executives need to 
visit cities and towns that have smaller airports. Just as an exam-

ple to illustrate this point, a King Air 250 turboprop aircraft can 
operate from a 2,400 feet runway whereas a Citation CJ4 business 
jet requires a much longer runway, one that is 3,410 feet in length.

From the point of view of passenger comfort, while jet engines 
have higher noise levels, turboprop aircraft are less noisy; but may 
have slightly higher vibration levels. However, in modern turbo-
prop business aircraft, vibration levels are generally within toler-
able limits. Modern twin-turboprop aircraft are as comfortable 
and well equipped as business jets of the same category. 

From the financial perspective, turboprop aircraft have a 
lower cost of operation as compared to business jets of the same 
class. For flying in sectors where distances to be flown are short, 
the disadvantage of turboprop aircraft in terms of time taken to 
reach the destination on account of its lower cruising speed com-
pared to jet aircraft, is negligible. However, the cost savings with 
the turboprop aircraft are high. Just to illustrate, for a distance 
of up to 400 nautical miles, cost saving on fuel with an Avanti 
is around $195 per hour as compared to a Cessna Citation CJ3 
business jet. The single-engine turboprop business aircraft are 
also extremely comfortable and have lower operating costs on 
account of the fact that they only have one engine resulting in 
lower maintenance costs compared to twin-engine aircraft. Some 
other expenses such as maintenance costs per flight hour and 
perhaps insurance, tend to also be lower for turboprops.

The two companies of global fame manufacturing engines 
for turboprop aircraft are Pratt & Whitney Canada whose main 
product is the PT6A and is variants that are used widely on sev-
eral platforms across the world. The other engine manufacturer is 
Honeywell Aerospace whose product TPE 331 and its variants are 
also fitted on a number of turboprop aircraft used in business avia-
tion. Both these products have built up a consistent reputation 
for reliability and are fitted not only business aircraft, but also on 
military, agricultural and small aircraft used by the airline industry.

Jet or turboprop in the Airline inDustry. The 
choice of jet or turboprop aircraft by the airline industry is influenced 
largely by the economics of their business models. As airliners pow-
ered by two or four jet engines are generally of large size, fly at close 
to supersonic speeds at altitudes between 35,000 feet and 40,000 
feet and carry large passenger and cargo loads, these offer better 
economy of operations when deployed for long distance flights both 
within the country or across the oceans to other continents. Com-
pared to jet engine powered airliners, aircraft equipped with turbo-
prop power plants are smaller in size and have lower seating capacity 
generally under 100. As these aircraft operate between altitudes of 
20,000 feet and 25,000 feet as also have lower range and endurance 
capability, these are better suited for operations over short distances 
as these aircraft provide far better economy of operations. It should 
be obvious as to why turboprop airliners such as the ATR and the 
Q400 dominate regional aviation.

the finAl WorD. The expression Jet vs Turboprop in the 
title of this article is likely create an impression that these two 
segments of the airline or business aviation fleets are rivals and 
are competing against each other in the aviation industry. The 
fact of the matter is that this is not the case. In fact the two are 
mutually complementary as each one takes care of a segment of 
the industry that the other is not better equipped to do so. While 
rapid technological advancements are taking place in both the 
sectors, there is no possibility whatsoever of either one displacing 
or replacing the other. SP

the tWo Are mutuAlly 
complementAry As eAch one 
tAkes cAre of A segment of the 
inDustry thAt the other is not 
better equippeD to Do so
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“The geographical spread of the airports covered is interesting.”
— P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju, Minister of Civil Aviation

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he BharaTiya JanaTa ParTy (BJP), 
which had promised in its election manifesto that 
it would work towards regional connectivity, has al-
most fulfilled that. The BJP-led National Democrat-
ic Alliance (NDA) government has taken a huge 
step in boosting regional connectivity through its 
Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) by awarding 

128 regional routes to five airlines — Alliance Air, SpiceJet, Tur-
bo Megha Airways (TruJet), Air Odisha and Air Deccan (Deccan 
Charters). Alliance Air is a subsidiary of state-owned Air India, 
and Ajay Singh-owned SpiceJet is a low-cost carrier; while TruJet 
is a regional airline and Air Odisha and Deccan Charters is a char-
ter operators.

The NDA government’s lofty initiative ‘Ude Desh ka Aam 
Naagrik’ ( UDAN) has been rolled out. The government unveiled 
the list of successful bidders and routes under the UDAN scheme 

which will make flying accessible and affordable to the common 
man. Commenting on the first round of RCS, Civil Aviation Minis-
ter P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju said, “The geographical spread of the 
airports covered is interesting.”

1.3 Million SeaTS CreaTed. “This is a unique scheme, 
which is completely market-driven,” Jayant Sinha, Minister of 
State for Civil Aviation, said. “Through a corpus of only `205 
crore, we will create around 1.3 million seats, which will kick-start 
the underdeveloped regional aviation market.”

Jayant Sinha said that the decision to award routes to the 
airlines was taken only after they gave bank guarantees for the 
routes. In the first round of RCS, Alliance Air has got 15 routes, 
which will see it touch five unserved and two underserved air-
ports. Air Deccan has been awarded 34 routes, 10 at unserved 
airports and five at underserved airports. Air Odisha has won 

70 AIRPORTS FOR UDAN

Union Minister for Civil aviation, P. ashok gajapathi Raju awarded the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) flight routes after first round of bidding under RCS-
Udan, at a press conference in new delhi on March 30, 2017. the Minister of State for Civil aviation, Jayant Sinha, the Secretary, Ministry of Civil aviation, 

R.n. Choubey and the Principal director general (M&C), Press information Bureau, a.P. Frank noronha are also seen.
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rCS roUTeS & oPeraTorS
Underserved/  
Unserved Airport

Connected to Likely Month of Operation Operator

Bhatinda Delhi March Alliance Air
Shimla Delhi April Alliance Air & Air Deccan
Agra Jaipur, Delhi June, August Alliance Air, Air Deccan
Bikaner Delhi June Alliance Air
Gwalior Delhi, Indore, Lucknow June, September, June, September Alliance Air, Air Odisha, Alliance Air, Air Odisha
Kadapa Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Chennai, 

Vijayawada
June, September, June, September, 
September

Trujet, Air Odisha, Trujet, Air Odisha/  
Trujet, Trujet

Ludhiana Delhi June, August Alliance Air, Deccan Charters
Nanded Mumbai, Hyderabad June, June Trujet, Trujet
Pathankot Delhi June Alliance Air
Vidyanagar Hyderabad, Bengaluru June, July Trujet, Trujet
Andal (Durgapur) Bagdogra, Kolkata July, July Air Deccan, Air Deccan
Burnpur Kolkata July Air Deccan
Cooch Behar Kolkata July Air Deccan
Jamshedpur Kolkata July Air Deccan
Rourkela Kolkata, Bhubaneshwar July, September Air Deccan, Air Odisha
Bhavnagar Ahmedabad, Surat August, August Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Diu Ahmedabad August Air Odisha
Jamnagar Ahmedabad August Air Odisha
Adampur Delhi August Spicejet
Kandla Mumbai August Spicejet
Kanpur (Chakeri) Delhi, Delhi, Varanasi August, September, September Spicejet, Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Kullu (Bhuntar) Delhi August Air Deccan
Mithapur (Dwarka) Ahmedabad August Air Odisha
Mundra Ahmedabad August Air Odisha
Pantnagar Dehradun, Delhi August, August Air Deccan, Air Deccan
Pondicherry Hyderabad, Chennai, Salem August, September, September Spicejet, Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Porbandar Mumbai August Spicejet
Shillong (Barapani) Agartala, Aizwal, Dimapur,  

Imphal, Silchar
August, August, August, August, 
August

Air Deccan, Air Deccan, Air Deccan,  
Air Deccan, Air Deccan

Ambikapur Bilaspur September Air Odisha
Bilaspur Ambikapur, Raipur September, September Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Jagdalpur Raipur, Vishakapatnam September, September Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Jaisalmer Jaipur September Spicejet
Jalgaon Mumbai September Air Deccan
Jeypore Bhubaneshwar September Air Odisha
Jharsuguda Bhubaneshwar, Raipur, Ranchi September, September, September Air Odisha, Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Kolhapur Mumbai September Air Deccan
Mysore Chennai September Trujet & Air Odisha
Neyveli Chennai September Air Odisha
Ozar Nasik Mumbai, Pune September, September Air Deccan, Air Deccan
Raigarh Raipur September Air Odisha
Salem Bengaluru, Chennai, Pondicherry September, September, September Air Odisha, Trujet, Air Odisha
Sholapur Mumbai September Air Deccan
Utkela Bhubaneshwar, Raipur September, September Air Odisha, Air Odisha
Bidar Bengaluru Approval Awaited Trujet
Hosur Chennai Approval Awaited Trujet

Source: Ministry of Civil Aviation
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50 routes. As many as 70 airports, including 31 unserved and 12 
underserved ones, would be connected with the UDAN flights. 
The carriers will operate 19- to 78-seater aircraft.

These flights would connect airports spread across over 20 
states and union territories including Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Him-
achal Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry. The air-
ports that would be connected under UDAN include Bhatinda, 
Shimla, Bilaspur, Neyveli, Cooch Behar, Nanded and Kadapa.

Civil Aviation Secretary Rajiv Nayan Choubey said that UDAN 
would leapfrog India’s aviation sector. “From a rate of one airport 
annually, we have leapfrogged to connecting 33 airports in a sin-
gle year,” Choubey said, adding the routes have a uniform spread 
across the country.

The process saw intensive bidding for prime routes. For 
instance, SpiceJet outbid Alliance Air for the Delhi-Kanpur route, 
which Air India was operating 
till today. “It is a great day for 
Indian aviation,” said Amber 
Dubey, India head of aerospace 
& defence at global consultancy 
KPMG. “This will give a huge fil-
lip to investments, tourism and 
job creation in the interiors of 
India. Good to see that the RCS 
routes are spread out across all 
corners of the country. Opera-
tors should try and synchronise 
their schedules and enter into 
code-share agreements with 
larger carriers.”

Flights under the RCS 
scheme could take off as early 
as April 2017 with both Alliance 
Air and Air Deccan indicating 
that they plan to launch ser-
vices between Shimla and Delhi 
in April. Deccan Charters plans 
to operate Durgapur-Kolkata 
and Rourkela-Kolkata flights 
from July this year and launch 
flights linking Kullu to Delhi 
and Pantnagar to Dehradun in 
August. Air Odisha plans to link 
Bhavnagar to Ahmedabad and 
Diu to Ahmedabad in August, 
followed by flights between 
Kadapa and Bengaluru, Kadapa 
and Chennai, Rourkela and Bhubaneswar and Puducherry and 
Chennai among others. As a result, there will soon be Salem-
Chennai, Kadapa-Chennai, Nanded-Hyderabad and Puducherry-
Salem flights on which at least half the passengers will be able to 
fly at fares of under `2,500.

Ajay Singh, Chief Executive Officer, SpiceJet, said that the 
airline will induct three aircraft to participate in the RCS. Spice-
Jet’s plans include Puducherry-Hyderabad, Porbandar-Mumbai, 
Adampur-Delhi and Kandla-Mumbai services from August. 

MoU wiTh 16 STaTe GovernMenTS. The Ministry of 
Civil Aviation (MoCA) had launched the RCS-UDAN on October 
21, 2016, and had immediately commenced the e-bidding pro-

cess to select airline operators for mounting RCS operations. The 
airfare cap under RCS-UDAN for fixed-wing aircraft ranges from 
`1,420 for 151 kilometres to `3,500 for above 800 kilometres. The 
Ministry has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on 
RCS-UDAN with 16 state governments/union territories to pro-
vide concessions as mentioned in the RCS.

The UDAN scheme offers 50 per cent subsidy to airlines on 
these routes, route monopoly for three years and a host of other 
concessions at landing airports. It expects the airlines to cap fares 
at `2,500 a seat an hour rate on regional flights.

The scheme that would be funded through the Regional 
Connectivity Fund (RCF) created from levy of `7,500 and `8,500 
charged to the airlines on a per-flight basis, could see unserved 
airports like Jaisalmer, Bikaner, Jalgaon, Akola, Kunj Vihar and 
others being connected through scheduled flights. To make it 
commercially viable for airlines to operate flights to these air-

ports at fares capped at `2,500 
for one-hour flight, the govern-
ment has committed to cover 
any shortfall in operational cost 
through Viability Gap Fund-
ing (VGF) and has also offered 
a three-year exclusivity to air-
lines on the RCS routes. Besides 
these, it will also offer conces-
sions on other services and 
tax relief on aviation turbine 
fuel (ATF) at underserved and 
unserved airports.

“As far as funding for UDAN 
is concerned, there are efficient 
ways of funding it. The proposal 
we have in front of levy to the 
airlines is the most efficient and 
least-cost way of funding, but if 
that poses challenges, then we 
have other mechanism too that 
we can use,” said the Minister. 
He said that his Ministry along 
with the Airports Authority of 
India (AAI), was behind UDAN 
and subsidies. “Those airlines 
that will be participating in 
UDAN can be sure that they 
will get the subsidies by way 
of VGF”. He said 15 states had 
already inked MoU with the 
Ministry for partnering in the 

RCS and another three will soon come on board.
The government is looking to create an RCF of `500 crore for 

VGF of 12 months and any shortfall would be met by AAI, which 
would be later recovered through a levy.

On the tussle with mainline carriers over levying regional con-
nectivity charges, the Minister said: “We are very close to a solu-
tion over this matter. We had multiple rounds of discussion with 
the airlines and the issue will be resolved soon.” The Federation of 
Indian Airlines which consists of IndiGo, SpiceJet, Jet Airways and 
GoAir, and has around 80 per cent market share, had moved the 
court contesting that the government had no authority to impose 
a levy in the nature of tax on air services. Major airlines opposing 
the government’s move had put a question on VGF. Sp

The GovernMenT iS lookinG 
To CreaTe an rCF oF `500 
Crore For viaBiliTy GaP 
FUndinG oF 12 MonThS and 
any ShorTFall woUld Be MeT 
By aai, whiCh woUld Be laTer 
reCovered ThroUGh a levy
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Jet aircraft in service today are well over 80 per cent more fuel-efficient per seat 
kilometre than the first jets in the 1960s

by R. ChandRakanth

T
he Air TrAnsporT AcTion Group 
(ATAG), a not-for-profit association, has stated 
that worldwide, flights produced 781 million 
tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) in 2015, while over-
all humans produced 36 billion tonnes. The global 
aviation industry produces around 2 per cent of all 
human induced CO2 emissions. Aviation is respon-

sible for 12 per cent of CO2 emissions from all transport sources 
compared to 74 per cent from road transport. Around 80 per cent 
of aviation CO2 emissions are emitted from flights of over 1,500 
km for which there is no practical alternative mode of transport. 

Jet aircraft in service today are well over 80 per cent more fuel-
efficient per seat kilometre than the first jets in the 1960s. 

From this it is very clear that the aviation industry, despite 
its low levels of emission, continues to work aggressively to be a 
responsible environment friendly player. At the forefront of these 
technological advancements is Clean Sky, the largest European 

research programme developing innovative, cutting-edge tech-
nology aimed at reducing CO2 , gas emissions and noise levels 
produced by aircraft. Funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 pro-
gramme, Clean Sky contributes to strengthening European aero-
industry collaboration, global leadership and competitiveness.

cleAner skies. The objectives of Clean Sky are to develop 
integrated technologies contributing to the engine sector ACARE 
environmental targets for the engines sector. Engine sector tar-
gets for Clean Sky are up to -20 per cent CO2, up to -60 per cent 
NOx, up to -20 EPNdB noise relative to year 2000 baseline. The 
players in the Sustainable and Green Engine (SAGE) are Rolls-
Royce plc and Safran (participation from Airbus and Alenia Aero-
nautica), MTU Aero Engines GmbH, Turboméca, AVIO, ITP, Volvo 
Aero Corporation, Rolls-Royce Deutschland, Hispano-Suiza, Air-
celle, Techspace Aero, Volvo Aero Norge, and Alenia Aermacchi. 

Since the SAGE programme was launched on June 1, 2008, it 

SUSTAINABLE AND 
GREEN ENGINES
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Pratt & Whitney PW1000g engine
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Technology Green enGines

has defined in detail five engine demonstrator projects, includ-
ing leaders’ and associate work shares and opportunities for part-
ners. The objective of the SAGE ITD (integrated technology dem-
onstrators) of Clean Sky is to demonstrate engine technologies 
across all sectors of the civil aerospace market, including regional, 
narrow-body and wide-body fixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft.

Five DemonsTrATion vehicles. The ITD comprises 
demonstration vehicles, segregated by application such as heli-
copter, regional, narrow-body and wide-body and by engine 
architecture namely 2-shaft, 3-shaft, geared and open-rotor, and 
exploits the significant range of competencies and facilities of all 
the European aero-engine manufacturers.

The demonstrations deliver new solutions for the complete 
range of the market, whereby for fixed-wing aircraft, particular focus 
will be applied to novel engine architectures such as open-rotor and 
geared-fan engine that offer opportunities for step-change reduc-
tions in CO2 emissions relative to current turbofans in narrow-body 
and regional markets. Open rotor propulsion offers particular prom-
ise in energy efficiency; but also presents strong challenges in inte-
grating novel subsystems, engine and aircraft systems and address-
ing noise emanating from the unshielded propellers.

The primary focus of engine demonstration will be ground/
flight testing to deliver proven architectures for advanced engines 
and mature “ready to use” technologies, and the target across 
all demonstrators is to deliver technology demonstrations that 
attain technology readiness level (TRL) 6. In other programmes, 
the technologies to be demonstrated will typically have been 
developed to lower TRLs. The value of SAGE is in providing the 
engine vehicles and environments to take them to a higher TRL 
and accelerate their introduction into the market.

The Engines ITD will build on the success of SAGE ITD of 
Clean Sky 1, working towards radical engine architectures and 
new engine technologies to power the aircraft of the future. All the 
activities under the Engines ITD in CS2 have a common goal: to 
increase fuel and energy efficiency of the engine and reduce envi-
ronmental impact, regardless of whether the engine is powering a 
large airliner or just a small utility aircraft, meaning more thrust 
while burning less fuel and emitting less CO2, NOx and noise.

chAllenge For plAyers. The challenge for the players 
in the Engines ITD Programme of Clean Sky 2 is to use the achieve-
ments gained in Clean Sky 1’s SAGE programme to advance aero-
engine technologies to a state of eco-compliance and technologi-
cal readiness that can be employed in a whole range of aircraft 
that will take to the skies in the 2025 to 2050 time frame.

In Clean Sky 2, the Engines ITD will build on the success of 
Clean Sky 1’s SAGE. The main objectives are to deliver substantial 
improvements in engine technology. In particular, it will develop 
full engine and major engine system solutions that can deliver a 
step change reduction in emissions. It will also take a step-by-step 

approach to progressing the technology’s maturity or ‘TRL’, utilis-
ing design studies and rig tests to explore and understand the 
technologies under development, their system interactions and 
the risks associated with their implementation. The ultimate goal 
of the project is to achieve TRL 6.

huge opporTuniTy. Rolls-Royce’s Market Outlook for the 
period 2014-23 sees a need, globally, for 27,000 new aircraft, requir-
ing 55,000 engines, spanning large passenger aircraft, regional 
planes and business jets. It’s a huge market opportunity for the 
EU aviation industry to maintain and extend its global leadership, 
but also a major challenge to deliver radical new engine architec-
tures and advanced technologies which are much needed to con-
tinue the emissions reductions and to meet overall sustainability 
targets to comply with ACARE and Flightpath 2050 Goals.

us mAnuFAcTurers Are up There. While Europe 
is working on Clean Sky, engine manufacturers in the US are also 
working on smart, sustainable technologies. Pratt & Whitney’s 
PurePower Geared Turbofan engine is one of the sustainable 
brands. Reaching new sustainability milestones relative to conven-
tional engines, the geared turbofan engine lowers fuel consumption 
by 16 per cent while also delivering a 50 per cent reduction in regu-
lated emissions and a 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint.

Pratt & Whitney, a unit of United Technologies (UTC), has 
invested two decades and $10 billion to develop this game-
changing engine technology and bring it to the industry. The 
result is the world’s most sustainable large commercial jet 
engine, which is now powering commercial flights with airlines 
on two continents.

“This engine changes everything. The geared turbofan engine 
is cleaner, greener and quieter than anything available in the 
industry today,” said UTC Chief Sustainability Officer John Man-
dyck. “The geared turbofan engine is the culmination of our dream 
to push the boundaries of science, technology and ingenuity.”

progressive leAp. Meanwhile, CFM International LEAP 
has made enormous progress. The LEAP is a high-bypass tur-
bofan engine. It is produced by CFM International, a 50-50 joint 
venture company between GE Aviation of the United States and 
Safran Aircraft Engines of France. It is a modernised replacement 
for the successful CFM 56, intended to compete with the Pratt & 
Whitney PW1000G in the single-aisle jetliner market.

The LEAP’s basic architecture includes a scaled-up version of 
Safran’s low pressure turbine used on the GEnX engine. The fan 
has flexible blades manufactured by a resin transfer molding pro-
cess, which are designed to untwist as the fan’s rotational speed 
increases. While the LEAP is designed to operate at a higher pres-
sure than the CFM 56 (which is partly why it is more efficient), 
GE plans to set the operating pressure lower than the maximum 
in order to maximise the engine’s service life and reliability. Cur-
rently proposed for the LEAP is a greater use of composite mate-
rials, a blisk fan in the compressor, a second-generation twin 
annular pre-swirl (TAPS II) combustor and a bypass ratio around 
10-11:1. GE is using ceramic matrix composites (CMC) to build 
the turbine shrouds. These technological advances are projected 
to produce 16 per cent lower fuel consumption. 

The engines of the future are indeed in alignment with global 
concerns, to reduce air and noise pollution and engine manufac-
turers continue to invest time and money to deliver engines that 
are sustainable by leaps and bounds. sP
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On March 23, 2017, the Indian airline industry 
was traumatised with an incident that can be described 
not only as bizarre, but one that has serious implications 
for the safety of passengers and crew onboard an airliner. 

Ravindra Gaikwad, a Member of Parliament (MP) from Shiv Sena, 
took umbrage to the fact that he was compelled to sit in economy 
class while flying onboard an Air India flight AI 852 from Pune 
to New Delhi even though he was holding a business class ticket 
and enjoyed VIP status. After landing at the Indira Gandhi Inter-
national Airport (IGIA) at Delhi at around 1030 hours, the MP 
refused to get off the plane and resorted to a sort of dharna inside 
the aircraft creating a problem for the airline staff who were 
required to prepare the aircraft for onward flight to Goa. The staff 
of Air India were helpless in the matter raised by the MP as the 
Pune-Delhi flight was operated 
as an all-economy class flight 
without business class. Thus 
there was no way the demand 
of the VIP could have been met 
with by the crew. After arrival 
at Delhi, when the Air India 
Duty Manager at IGIA inter-
vened and tried to convince 
the VIP to deplane, instead of 
acquiescing to the request, the 
VIP reportedly flared up and 
thrashed the 60-year-old Duty 
Manager with his sandals, tore 
his shirt, broke his glasses and 
even tried to push him out of 
the aircraft.

The conduct of the MP was 
not only unbecoming of a gen-
tleman, irresponsible and deplorable; but was of a nature that is 
not expected of a VIP and especially an MP who is a part of the 
law-making body of the nation. What is even more disconcerting 
is the fact in the case of this particular VIP, this sort of behaviour 
was not new as he has been involved in similar misconduct on 
the ground on earlier occasions. To that extent, he appears to 
have maintained remarkable consistency in the pattern of his 
public conduct.

As the conduct of the MP onboard the Air India aircraft was 
clearly in the nature of a criminal offence, the national carrier 
rightly filed an FIR with the police. Unfortunately, the law enforc-
ing agencies do not appear to have the freedom to act against law-
makers with the same vigour and urgency that they do against the 

common man. The Speaker of the Lok Sabha voiced disapproval 
of the conduct of the MP and said, “No one is allowed to mis-
behave with anyone, even if he is an MP.” However, when asked 
whether any action could be taken against the offender, she said 
“I cannot take suo motu action as the incident had taken place 
outside Parliament.” Regrettably, the party to which the offender 
belongs is likely to support his action of manhandling the Air 
India staff.

But what is encouraging and remarkable is the unity displayed 
by the Indian carriers in placing the offending MP on the “no-fly 
list”. This practice is followed in some countries wherein habit-
ual offenders are denied tickets for air travel. While this decision 
has been endorsed by the Federation of Indian Airlines, there is 
a lurking doubt in some quarters about the legality of the move. 

Fortunately, the Minister of 
Civil Aviation has disapproved 
of the MP’s conduct and has 
refused to interfere with the 
action taken by the airlines 
against the offender.

Apart from the menace 
of VIP culture in the country, 
this particular episode is of 
relevance for the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation, the Directorate 
General of Civil Aviation, the 
airlines and the travelling pub-
lic. This was explicitly stated by 
the Minister of State for Civil 
Aviation Jayant Sinha who said 
that unruly passengers can cre-
ate serious problems in flight. 
He said: “After all, when you 

are flying at 30,000 feet, you are in a very fragile environment”. 
Unruly passengers onboard can be a major safety hazard for the 
aircraft and its occupants. Imagine a situation wherein a VIP of 
unstable mind bulldozes the cabin crew and barges into the cock-
pit in flight and assaults or inflicts serious injury to the pilots. The 
consequences of such conduct could be horrendous.

However, it is gratifying to note that at least the Indian airline 
industry has finally understood the implications of the episode 
of disgraceful conduct of the MP on March 23 and has acted to 
control the menace of misguided and potentially hazardous VIP 
culture that could seriously compromise air safety. SP

— B.K. Pandey

VIP CULTURE —  
A HAZARD TO AIR SAFETY

Unruly passengers onboard can be a major safety hazard for the aircraft  
and its occupants
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“

“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market, 

initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army, 

Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job 

on the part of SP Guide Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has 

established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in 

success.”

Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)
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